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ABSTRACT 
Preliminary estimqtes of Space Shuttle fluctuating pressure environments have been made based 
on prediction techniques devefqxd by Wylo Laboratories. Particular emphasis has been given 
to the tramonic speed regime during launch of a parollel-burn Space Shbttle configuration. 
A baseline configuration consisting of a tishtweight orb:ter and monolithic SR5, together with 
a typical flight trajectory, have been used as models for the predictions. Critical fiuctuating 
pressure environments are prei:cted at transonic Mach numbers with the follcwing maximum 
overall fluctuating pressure levels: 1 } shoulder-induced flow separation (157 dB), 2) termin71 
shock-wave oscillation (164 de!, 3) protuberance flows (168 dB), 4) compression-corner 
induced sepamted flow (148-157 dB), 5) shock-induced interference flow (161 dB), 
6) shock-free icterference flow (150 dB), and 7) attached turbulent boundary layer flow 
(137 dB). Comparisons between predicted environments and wind tunnel test results, i o  general, 
showed p o d  ogreement. Predicted one-third octave! bcnd spectra for the above environments 
were generaikj one of three types: 1) attcched turbulent boundary layer spectra (typically 
high frequencies), 2) homogeneous separated flow and shock-free iqterference flow s?ectra 
(tlupical ly intermediate frequencies), and 3) shock-osci I lotion and shock-induced interfereme 
flow spectra (typically low frequencies). Dredict;ons of p!ume induced separated flow environ- 
ments were made. Only the SRB plumes are important, with flaictuating levels comporabie to 
compression-corner induced separated flow and shock osci llation. 
.. 
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1 .O INTRODUCTION 
During launch and flight through the atmosphere, the external surfaces of the Space Shuttle 
vehicles w i l l  be exposed to high intensity acoustic and fluctuating pressure environmenk. 
These environments w i l l  be critical to the design and success of  the complete Space Shuttle 
system. Definition of the environments i s  necessary, therefore, i n  order to insure structural 
integrity, reliability and the economic operational requirements of tile Space Shuttle. 
In order to arrive at an optimized Space Shuttle system, accurate definition of the crit ical 
acoustic environments which w i l l  be encountered during Space Shuttle flight i s  required at 
the earliest possible time during the development stage. 
Wyle Laboratories i s  engaged in a research progrm under NASA-MSFC Contract NAS8-26919 
to develop rel;able methods of predicting critical acoustic environment 'rends during Space 
Shuttle flight. The primary objective of th is  study i s  to L L ~  'xm a crit ical analysis or the 
acousric and fluctuating pressure environments fm the c lete flinht envelope of rhe Space 
Shuttle. Particular emphasis i s  to be directed to the area of  fluctuaring pressure erivlronments 
as encountered during flight through the atmosphere. Key features of this investigation have 
been the bringing together of data !- 3rn disparate sources, combining the results to show general 
trends for the various unsteady phenomena, the development of prediction methods based on the 
combined results, and the application of the prediction methods in the final asressmeri of 
critical environments for the Space Shuttle vehicle. 
In early phases of th is  program, effort was devoted to a study of basic aerodynamic and acoustic 
environments for the purpose c:: 1) formulating prediction methods for the basic fluctuating 
pressure environments which are encountered by aerospace vehicles; and 2) definition of 
the f:uctuating pressure environments which are unique to the Space Shuttle vehicles. During 
this phase of the study, emphasis was given to the transonic sp-zed r c i m e  during launch. 
During the past year, work wos continued on the deve bpment of prediction techniques. 
Prediction schemes were refined and incorpomted into computer programs. 
During the past year, flow field analysis and fluctuating environment prediction schemes were 
extended to include effects of rocket exhaust plume-induced separation. An extensive 
investigation of plume-induced separation was undertaken for the purpose of: 1 ) developing 
a scheme tci predict the extent of plume-induced separation regions, and 2) evaluatins the 
fluctuating environment associated with such regions. The resulk of this study were the 
subject of a recent report, and are incorporated into the predictions of the present report. 
This report presents the latest predictions for a Space Shuttle launch configuration. Selection 
of the vehicle booster and orbiter design and specification of trajectorf parameters is  presently 
in  progress. Although these vital criteria have not been finalized, i t  i s  necessary to proceed 
with engineering studies to arrive at preliminary estimates of both steady and unsteady aero- 
dynamic loads which wi l l  be encountered during atmosphnric flight bv the Space Shuttle 
vehicle. This report provides a cursory analysis of the fluctuating pressure environments which 
may be anticipated during launch, and predicted fluctuating pressure levels and specka for 
critical flight conditions. These predictions are based on a typical Space Shuttle configuration 
and launch trajectory, and therefore, should be considered os preliminary estimates. 
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Section 2.0 contains a brief description of various types of fluctuating pressure environments 
which may be experienced by the Space Shuttle vehicle. Section 3.0 presents a description 
of the prediction methods devel oped by Wyle Laboratories for various fluctuating pressure 
environments together with comparisons of the predictions with experimental data. A 
description of anticipated unsteady flow fields and attendant fluctuating pressure environments 
which w i l l  be experienced by the mated Space Shuttle launch configuration i s  presented i n  
Section 4.0. Section 5.0 presents an assessment of crit ical Space Shuttle flight conditions 
and anticipated overall pressure levels and spectra. Particular emphasis i 5  given to the 
transonic Mach number range and the condition of maximum dynamic pressure. Finally, 
Section 6.0 summarizes the more significant conclusions reached during this stua,t. 
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2.0 FLUCTLJATING PRESSURE ENVIRONMENTS 
When a vehicle moves through air there are two basic means by which i t  can produce noise: 
1 ) by i t s  propulsion mechanisms (motor-jet, rocket, etc., ) and 2) by i+s  interaction with its 
surroundings. At low speeds, for example, during and immediateiy after lift-off, the first of 
these i s  by far the dominant one, while near OF above rhe speed of sound the second becomes 
important. 
During any flight cycle fctr an aerospace vehicle, there are four important phases of the flight 
which should be investigcted in order to assess the environmental trends due to acoustic and 
fluctuating pressures. These are listed in the chromlogical order in which they ccrur. 
e Lift-off phase during which acoustic excitation results 
from the exhaust noise. 
0 
0 
Launch (light to orbit phase, during which rocket exhaust noise 
diminishes and aerodynam ic fluc tua ting pressures (pseudo-sound) 
start to dominate. From an aerodynamic noise viewpoint, this 
pha;e 5ecomes most critical at transonic Mach numbers 
(0.60 5 M 51.6). 
Re-entry phase during which only aerodynamic fluctuating 
pressures are present. 
0 Flyback phase during which )ire noise from flyback engines 
domi pate . 
This report i s  devoted to the specification of surface fluctuating pressIJres resulting from unsteady 
aerodynamic flows which occur during the launch phase of flight since this i s  corlsidered to be 
the primary area of study for this contractual effort. Inflight surface fluctuating pressures are 
distinctly different from acoustic disturbances originating from rocket exhaust flows aqd engine 
noise. Inflight disturbances, as considered herein, arise from several modes of disturbances - 
the piinciple source being the passage of a turbulence environment over the external surface. 
One other important source to be discussed i s  shock-wave oscillation which i s  characterized by 
both turbulence (in close proximity to the foot of the shock wave) and pseudo-static disturbances 
resulting from the modulation of the pressure gradient through the shock wave. Thus, inflight 
fluctuating pressure phenomena are near-field mechanisms act;rg on the surface of a vehicle 
with the distinct:o.T that the disturbances are generally convected at some fraction of the locai 
mean flow velocity, On the other hand, rocket noise and engine noise are acoustic mode 
disturbances which generally originate away from tbe surface. Furthermore, acoustic mode 
disturbances consist Df sound waves which propagate at the local speed of sound with a direction 
independent of the local velocity. 
_c- -
Two specific areas crz considered in the present study: 1 ) "basic" fluctuating pressure environ- 
ments which w i l l  occur on virtually a l l  aerospace vehicles during some phase of fligkt, and 
2) "special" fluctuating pressure environments which are unique to the Space Shuttle 
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configuration and mission parameters, Under the first category fal l  such environments as 
attached turbulent boundary layers, separated flows and certain shock-osci I lation environrrmts . 
Other environments which are more dependent on configuration and mission parameters are 
certain types of shock-wave impingement, protuberance flows, wake and base flows, rocket 
plume interference, and rocket exhaust impingement. Distinction i s  made between the two 
areas since the "basic" fluctuating p*.essure environments are dictated by the aerodynamic 
flow field of the overali vehicle; whereas, the "special" fluctuating pressure environments 
are relatively localized flow fields which are essentially superimposed upon the bosic flow 
field. 
There are an infinite number of possible vehicle configurations and any discussion of their 
fluctuating pressure environments must be general. Even simple vehicle shapes, such as 
cone-cylinder bodies, produce complex and highly nonhomogeneous unsteady flow fields - 
particularly at subsonic and transonic Mach numbers. Unsteady flow phenomena are of 
particular importance at transon; z speeds, since in this range, fluctuating pressures reach 
maximum levels due to their proportionality to dynamic pressure (q). However, peak fluctuating 
pressures do not necessarily occu at maximum dynamic pressure for certain regions of a vehicle 
due to the nonhomogeneous nature of the flow field. For example, regions of the vehicle 
exposed to separated flow and the impingement of oscillating-shock waves w i l l  experience 
fluctuating pressures at least an order of magnitude greater than regions exposed to attached 
flow. Thus, i f  separated flow and oscillating-shock waves are present, say at Mach numbers 
other than the range of  maximum dynamic pressure,then peak fluctuating pressures w i l l  also be 
encountered at conditions other than at maximum q. Thus, i t  i s  easily seen that vehicle con- 
figuration i s  very important in the specification of fluctuating pressure levels since the source 
phenomena are highly configuration dependent in addition to varying with Mach number and 
angle D f  attack. 
In light of the foregoing discussion, one general statement can be made 
dynamic fluctuating pressures. Regions exposed to the 
experience fluctuating pressure levels which are proportional tn dynamic pressure. Thus, i t  
can be readily seen that a fundamental parameter in the specificatim of the surface excitation 
i s  free-stream dynamic pressure and its variation with Mach number. For a given configuration, 
Mach number and angle of artack define the phenomena, and dynamic pressure defines the 
fluctuating pressure levels associated with the phenomena. 
regard to aero- 
:me unsteady phenomenon wi l  I 
In order to assess the fluctuating pressure environments for a vehicle of arbitrary geometry, such 
as the Space Shuttle vehicle, i t  i s  convenient to develop prediction formula for the statistical 
properties of the fluctuating pressures for each basic type of unsteady flow field. From previous 
wind tunnel tests and flight data, the following unsteady flow fields have been identified as 
sources of fluctuating pressures: 
a) 
b) Separated flows 
Attached t; -hulent boundary layers 
1 ) Expansion Corners 
2) Compressicln Cor,iers 
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c )  asci I lating :hock waves 
1 ) Transonic terminal shock 
2) Supersonic compression shock 
3) Supersonic impinging shock 
d) Wake and base flows 
e) Jet/rocket exhaust flow interaction with the vehicle 
aerodynamic flow field 
f) Protuberance flows 
9) Rocket exhaust impingement 
During past research programs, not a l l  06 these phenomena have been studied in sufficient 
detail to enable prediction methods to be developed (for example, items d and 9). However, 
the other flow fields have been examined sufficiently to provide at least a first order anaI,/sis 
of the (Ittendant fluctuating pressure environments, 
The surface fluctuating pressures for eat,) of the above flow conditions may be expected to 
exhibit different statistical characteristics due to dissimi larities in the mechanisms at work. 
For example, attached flow pressure fluctuations result from the disturbances within turbulent 
boundary layers. Separated flow pressure fluctuations result from disturbances within the 
separated shear layer and instalni lities associated with the separation and reattachment points. 
Pressure fluctuations for shocL-wave oscillation result from the movement of the shock wave 
and the static pressure discontinuity associated with the shock wave. Generally, shock-wave 
impingement occurs in  +he presence of either attached or separated flow and cldded disturbances 
result due to the cowbined environments. Thus, in order to develop prediction techniques for 
the many unsteady flow fields which a vehicle mav encounter, i t  i s  necessary to examine each 
flow field independently, and to define, at least empirically, the statistical properties of the 
attendant f1r;ctuatiny pressure environment. 
The statisticai characteristics of each fluctuating pressure environment that are important in  
the analysis of structural response may be c!assified under three parameters: 
0 
0 The power spectra 
0 
The overal I fluctuating pressure level 
The cross-power spec trcl (or narrow band cr3ss-corre lation) 
In the following section, a summary of the prediction formula i s  przsented together with typical 
comparisons of the predictions with existing experimental data. 
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3.0 GENERAL PREDICTION FORMULAE 
Analyses of various unsteady flow environments have been performed Lnder th;r contract for 
the purpose of defining empirical formulat for estimating the statistical properties of the 
attendant fluctuatin9 pressures. This work i s  based on the results contained in  Refer-nces 
1 th,-ough 25, and the findings are preserted i n  References 26-29. A detailed summary of 
the basic findings and prediction formulae i s  presented in Appendix A. The surface 
fluctuating pressures for both Ilbasic 'I unsteady flows and certain "special ' I  unsteady flows 
unique to the Space Shuttle vehicles have been reviewed. The resultivg empirical formulae 
have been geceralized for the various environments :n order to achieve 1) simplicity in 
their mathematical formulation, 2) a relationship to the physical parameters of the flow, 
and 3) good agreement with the available experimental data. k noted i n  the preqious 
section, complete definition of a fluctuating pressure environment requires that the overal I 
level, power spectra, and cross-power spectra be defined. A brief summary of prediction 
methods for each of these statistical parameters i s  given in the following subsections for 
attached flow, separated flow, and shock-wave oscillation. 
3.1 Overall Fluctuating Pressure Level 
The correct method of presenting overal I fluctuating pressure levels for surfaces beneath the 
convected turbulence in boundary layers i s  in terms of the root-mean-square fluctuating 
pressure level, fl . Free-stream dynamic pressure, qm , local dynamic pressure, q , 
and wall shear stress, T have been used to normalize so that meaningful data 
w ,  
collapse can be realized throughout the Mach number range. The most generally accepted 
normalizing parameter i s  q 
The effects of Mach number on the normalized rms intensities of the fluctuating pressures in 
attached flows are shown in Figure 1 ,  There i s  signiflcant scatter in the data which may be 
attributed to several factors: 1 ) background noire and free-stream turbulence in the testing 
medium; 2) instrumentation quality and the precision of the experirrental technique, and 
3) data acquisition and reduction techniques, etc. For the range of Mach numbers covered 
in  the data of  Figure 1, the noimalized rms value of the fluctuating pressure varies from 
P 
and, thus, i t  w i l l  be used in the current expressions. m 
C / q  z 0.006 at subsonic Mach numbers to 0.002 at  supersonic Mach numbers. 
00 
Lowson, Reference 1 , proposed the following semi-empirical prediction formula which appears 
to ugree with the general trend in the data: 
p / q m  = O . C 0 6 / ( 1  + 0 . 1 4 M 2 )  00 
I t  ;: important to note that this formulc has some theoretical basis and i s  not strictly an 
empirical approximation of measured results (see Reference 1 ), The use of this formula at high 
supersonic and hypersonic Mach numbers should be done so with the understanding that i t  has 
not been verified in this Mach number range and may leaa to significant err?,'. Predictions for 
6 
high supersonic and hyperscmic Mach numbers have been developed under this program and 
are presented in Reference 27. 
the above equation i s  in good agreement with experimental res'iln. 
I t  should be noted rhat the results presented in Figure 1, pwticularly the wind tunnel resulis, 
were obtained for both homogeneous and stationary flows at free-streem conditions and in the 
absence of external pressure gruJ;ents. Consideration shaild be given to local conditions 
which deviate from free-stream conditions. This work i s  currently in  progress. 
However, in the Mach nun,ber range up t9, soy M = 3.0, 
00 
The variation of fluctuating pressure level, normc- l e d  by free-stream dynamic pressure, with 
local Mach number for various separated flow environments i s  preseoted in  Figure 2. These 
data represent both expansion and compression corners. For expansion corners, the largest 
levels occurred at low Mach numbers and decreased us local Mach number increased. These 
data represent the region of plateau-static pressure and the tolerance brackets on the data 
represent the variations in fluctuating pressure level within the region of constant static 
pressule rather than scatter in the measurements. A good empirical appruximation to the 
expansion induced separated ilow disturLances is: 
0.045 
1 + M 2  e 
f 2) 
This equation i s  similar in form with that previously proposed for attached turbulent boundary 
layers. 
Fluctuating pressure measurements for the region of plateau-static pressure upstream of com- 
pression corners exhibited a somewhat different trerld with Mach number. In general, the 
compression corner data showec' *in increase in fluctuating pressure level with increasing free- 
stream Mach numbel in the ran s , 1 .O < M 
numbers ab,. - 2.0. Free-streim t\!ich number i s  used here because adequate data Is not 
avoi lable for determining the loca! Mach numner in the vicinity of the comprrssion-induced 
separated flow region. Derivation of an empirical prediction folrnula for the fluctuating pressure 
level within compression-induced separated flcws wi l l  require further study. 
5 2.0 - reaching a constant level at Mach 
00 
Generally, shock-wave osci I lation produces thc? most intense fluctuating pressure levels that 
are IJsually encountered by a vehicle, Typical shock waves encountered by vehicles are: 
0 Terminal shock waves for regions of transonic f l Jw 
0 Displaced oblique shock waves as induced by the separated 
flow in compression corners at local supersonic speeds 
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0 Reattachment shock waves in  the vicinity of the reattachmerit point for 
separated flows generated by both compressicn and expansion corners 
0 Impingement shock waves os csused by locai bodie such os strap-on 
rockets 
0 Oblique shock waves associated with separated flow induced by highly 
expanded rocket plume at high crltitude;. 
Al l  shock waves may be expected to produce generally s;milar f1uctuat;ng pressure environments 
since the pressure fluctuations arise from motion of the shock wave. The mechanism oi this 
motion was inkestigated under this contract, and it was found thc! the oscillatie- CTC Aiven 
by veincity fluctuations in the incoming turbulent boundary layer. The muximum displacement 
i s  governed by mea0 flow conditions. Except for alternating flow conditions, where oscillation 
distaqce i s  much IaiGer than shock thickness and the power spectrum is  therefore a Poissop 
distribution, spectra and overall levels for variour shock environments are quite similar. A 
discussion of shock oscillation and results of analytical investigation are pn-ented In 
Reference 28, and are summarized i n  Appendix 9. The overall 'eve1 i s  a s t r o n g  function of 
Mach number in the transonic regime; typical overall levels for terminal shock wave 
oscillatioi are presented in  Figure 3. 
3.2 Power Spectra 
Power spectra represent the distributicns of the rneon-square fluctuating pressure with frequency. 
Powe;  spec:^ for the various fluctuating pressure environmecits are found to scale on a Strouhal 
number basi5; that is ,  the frequency ;I. nor?nc!ized by mult;pIying by a typical length and 
dividi- hy a typical velocity. Normalized spectra enable similar, stationary flows to be 
represented by c Gq!e spectrum regardless of the scale of the flow field or the free-stream 
ve loci ty . 
Numerods studies have been conducted to determine the proper pameters to be used to 
nondimensionalize the spectra for various aero-acoustic bnvironments. Unfortunately, the 
choice of parameters which best collapses the data appear b be dependent on the nature of 
the fluctt.3t;q pressure environment. In general, fne-streorn belocity i s  used as the normaliz- 
ing velocity parameter, although a typical eddy convection velocity (itself a function of 
frequency) has been used occasionally. The local convection velocity appears to co r respd  
more closely with the physical situation for fluctuating presswes due to turbulent eddies. 
Selection of o typical length i s  more difficult. Boundary layer thickness, 6 , displacement 
thickness, 6' , wall shear strezs, T and momentum thickncjs, 8 ,  have all been used by 
V I  
various investigators for attached flow. For separated flow and shock-wave osci!lation, lccal 
boundary lover thickness and separation length have also been used. 
Generally, prior knowledge of the overall f!uctuating pressure level i s  required to predict the 
power spectra: however, prediction formula for the overoll levels have been developed to a 
limited degree os discussed in  Section 3.1. 
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Prediction fonnul~e for the powor spectra for the various unsteady flows, with the exception of 
s k k - w a v e  oscillation, ho\*s ?he following form: 
where U = chomcteristic velocity 
L = characteristic length 
f = characteristic freqdenq 
n, k = spectrum shape foctor 
0 
Some mathemoticol pmperties of Equation (3), in particular the relationship between n, k 
and overall level, are discused in Append;* C. 
For shock-wave oscillation, the power spectrum i s  a combination of power spectra for inviscid 
shock-wave motion as well os contributions from the separated flow near the foot of the shock 
wave. The prediction formula has the following form: 
where k 0.25, the subscripts SW and 5 denote shock wove and separated flow 
respectively, and the superscript ! denotes the absence of viscous effects. A complete 
discuss;on of the power spectra predictions for the various fluctuating pressure environments are 
oresented in Reference 26. Comparisons of predicted power spectra with experiment01 data are 
p . -  ented for attac!:ed flow, separated flow, and shock-wave oscillation in  Figures 4, 5 and 6. 
Also, power spectra predictions have been developed for nonhomogeneous attached and 
separated Flows (see Reference 26). Comparisons of these predictions with experinental data 
are shcwn in Figure 7 together with attached flow, separcited flow an4 shock-wave oscillotion. 
I 
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3.3 Cross-Power Spectra 
The final requirement in detemining the characteristics of the fluctuating pressure environment 
of an un;teudy flow field i: to define the narrow band, space correlation function or co-power 
spectral density. This parameter i s  the key function needed to dexribe rjn impinging pressure 
fie:? on J structure in order to calculate the induced mecn-square response of the structure 
(see, for example, Reference 17 for the structural response compvtcfional technique). The 
spatial correlation properties of a fluctuating pr%ssure field can be obtained only from a careful 
and detailed examination of the flow field at a larae number of p in ts .  
Measurements by several investigators have shown that the cc-power spectral densify of the 
turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctuations in the directinn of the flow can be approximated 
by on exponentially damped cosine function, and ihe lateral co-spectr.zl density can be 
approximated 5y an exponential function. 
The spatial coherence of the fluctuating pressure environments c- defined by the co-power 
spectra have been evaluuted for the various unsteady flows. The cross-power spectra for 
attached turbulent boundary layers, two- cnd three-dimensional separated flows and protu- 
berance-induced wake flows appear to be fairly well defined at least in the hg i tud ina l  
direction. Much uncectainty remaimr for transverse cross-pwer spectra in upstream separated 
fiows, and protuberance wake flows. Bath longitudinal and transverse cross-power spectra for 
the regions beneath oscillating shock waves require additional study. 
In general, the normalized co-powtr spectra for the various fluchating pressure environmevts 
car: be defined as exponentially damped sinusoids for the longitudinal axis as fo!lows: 
Along the transverse 0x3, the normalized co-spectra may be definec by an e. ponential decay 
3s follows: 
where w i s  the circula- frequency, U i s  the convection velocity, and and 7 are the 
logitudinol and transverse separation distances, respectively, and a and b are the 
coefficients of exponential decay. 
C 
The coefficient cf exponential decay i s  a function of the particular environmrrlt under study 
and m c j  also depend on free-stream Mach number as well os local flow conditions. 
of the coefficient of exponentia! decay are presented in Reference 26 fur each unsteady flow 
condition where the data was sufficiently well defined to merit an analysis. For attached 
boundary layei flow, the coefficient of exponential decay i n  the longitudinal direction was 
found to be 3 = 0.10. for two-dimensional and axisymmetric separated flows, the values 
ranged from 0.13 at M = 2.5 to 0.33 at M = 1.60. The coefficient of exponential decay 
in  the inner and outer regions of three-dimensional separated flows upstream of cylindrical 
protuberances were approximately the same in  the longitudinal direction with a value of a ~0.7. 
In the protuberance wake, the s: t ial decays were clearly defined only in  the neck and far-wake 
regions with o vaiue of Q ~ 0 . 1 3 .  Typicai co- and quad-spectra are presented in Figures 8 and 
9 for ottoched flow and separated flow, respectively. 
Derivations 
a> aD 
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4.0 FLUCTUATING PRESSURE ENVIRONMENTS FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 
4.1 Description of Space Shuttle Vehicles 
Space Shuttle studies over the past three years have considered a wide variety of system 
cotif, guratiom. The final concept w i l l  consist O F  on Orbiter vehicle with an external, 
expc*dable, liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen system (H/O) tank. Two solid rocket boosters 
(S%. wi l l  be used for the shuttle boaster in a strap-on configumtion similar to the Titan 111 
co -.,ept. Selection of solid rocket diameter i s  s t i l l  under study with a 144 inch diameter 
segr.ented motor or a 142 iqch diameter monolithic motor being strong contenders. Orbiter 
rle ;an is s t i l l  under study, with the most likely candidate being a lightweight double delta 
wrr.; configuration with a target gross weight of 150,000 Ib. 
Powt r for the Orbiter wi l l  be supplied by three high-pressure engines which w i l l  burn in  
pam le1 with the solid rocket motors during launch. One concept for the Space Shuttle is  
th? oseline configurntion shown in  Fis*Jre 10. The detail geometry of the mated Space 
Shul, le configuration has certainly not been finalized; however, the concept has progressed 
to the point that reasonable estimates can be made in regard to the fluctuating pessure 
environments which may be anticipated during laucch. The baseline configuration shown in 
Figur? IO, consisting of a lightweight Orbiter and 142 inch diameter monolithic SRB's w i l l  be 
used in this report as a baseline model for arriving at preliminary estimates of the Space 
Shuptle f luctuat is pressure environments. 
4.2 Description of Flow Fields 
Tf e Space Shuttle launch configuration is a complex ccmbination of several bodies - with 
each major body having a different geometry. The flow field for the mated launch vehicle 
w i  I cmsist of the individual flow fields of each major body of the vehicle with modified 
regiorss as genera). J by the interference and interactions among the fiow fields of the various 
bodies. An extensive experimentaI/thcoreticaI study w i l l  be required to accurately define the 
resultirlg flow over the mated configuration. The problem at  the present time i s  to arrive at 
some feasible means of defining the aerodynamic flow field so that preliminary estimates of 
surface fluctuating pressure environments can be made. The approach b be taken i s  to analyze, 
first, tbe interfe.ence-free flow field for each major body of the mated Spcce Shuttle vehicle, 
and to modify the individ-ml flow fields according to predicted flow interference effects. 
Only a cuI-sory descrip:ion of the flow fields for the mated configuration i s  thus obtained; 
however, ;he analys: does point out representative fluctuation pressure environments which 
may be onticipc 4 during Space Shuttle flight. 
The ffuch. i ~ n g  pressure environments are, of course, a function of launch trajectory. For the 
purple . -  this report, predictions w i l l  be made for a due east trajectory. Flight parameters 
for th,, trajectory are shown in Figure 11 . It should be noted that the basic fluctuating 
er onmcnts are functions of Mach number and scale wi th  dynamic pressure; therefore, the 
present prcdictions cpn generally be corrected for s;:ler trajectories. An important exception 
to this scaling ru!? i s  plume induced separation, where the geometry of the separated flow, 
as well as OVC-JII level depends on dynamic pressure. Plume effects must therefore be cotcu- 
lated for i7cr1 specific tiajectory, 
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4.2.1 Interference-Free Flow Environments - The solid rocket motors are basically 
cone-cylinder missile configurations with a 17.5 degree cone half angle. Cone-cylinder 
geometries have been studied e: tensively in  pust years and their unsteady flow fields are 
fairly well defined. For these bodies, the following environments may be anticipated. 
a Attached turbulent boundary l a y s  flow 
a Shoulder-induced separated flow (subsonic Mach numbers) 
a Terminal shock-wave oscillation (transonic Moch numbers below 1 .O) 
a Exhaust plume-induced flow separation with shock-wave oscillation 
for high altitude supersonic flight. 
For a cone-cylinder body, the tjtpes of  unsteady flow conditions which w i l l  occur at a given 
Mach number depend on cone-angle, angle of attack, and Reynolds number. Typical flow 
fields for cone-cylinders are shown for the zero angle of  attack, interference-free case in 
Figure 12. 
For a l l  Mach numbers, the flow over the nose cones w i l l  be attached with the location of 
boundary layer transition occurring as a function of Reynolds number. Flow characteristics in 
the vicinity of the cone-cylinder juncture w i l l  vary depending on free-stream Mach number, 
angle of attack, and shoulder ongle. For cones having half angles (shoulder angles) greater 
than approximotely 10 degrees, the flow wi l l  not fully expand over the shoulder at subsonic 
speeds t u t  w i l l  separate at the shoulder. A separation bubble i s  thus formed, with reattach- 
ment occurring o short distance aft of the snoulder wit). the axial extent of the bubble depending 
primarily on cone-angle. At high subsonic Mach numbers, the flow negotiates the shoulder 
without separating, reaches supersonic speed immediately aft of the shoulder, and produces a 
near-normal, termirlaI-shock wave at some point along the cylinder. The boundary layer 
becomes extremely thin at the shoulder due to the strcng expansion fan and a "PW boundary 
layer is  essentially formed at  the shoulder. The boundary layer remaim attached between the 
shoulder and the shock wave. At the shock location, the boundary layer may *mdergo separation 
depending on the strengrn of the shock wave. The shock strength is at a maximl;m corresponding 
to the init ial attachment of the flow at the shoulder and decreases i n  strength as it moves aft 
with increasing Mach number. At sonic speed, the terminal-shock wave wi l l  move aft of the 
body and wi t  I be reduced to zero strength. 
For Mach numbers above 1 .O, the interference-free flow field; for the SRB w i l l  consist of 
attiched boundary layer flow and possible shock-oscillation environments corresponding to 
surface protuberances and other geometric irregularities. A t  supersonic, high altitude, 
conditions, spreading of the rocket exhaust plume wi l l  induce separated flow over the aft 
portion of the total Space Shuttle vehicle. ;his w i l l  be discussed in  Section 4.2.3, Plume- 
induced Sepalated Flow Environments. 
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H/@ Tank - The H/O tank i s  basically an ogive-cylinder configuration. 
The configuration shown in Figure 10 has a sphere-cylinder at the nose housing a 
de-orbit engine. Design of the H/O tank i s  s t i l l  in  a fluid state, with such details 
as de-orbit engine location and precise nose geometry not finalized at the present 
time. Latest concepts call for de-orbit engines to be located flush along the sides 
of the H/O tank, rathor than in  the sphere-cylinder as shown. Therefore, for the 
purposes of this report the H/O tank w i l l  be treated as an ogive-cylinder. 
Ogive-cylinden have been studied in the past, although not as extensively as the 
more basic cone-cylinder configura'ion. A key factor in this type of body is  the 
configuration of the shoulder. 
Pobertson (Reference 30; investigated the effect of introducing a radius at the shoulder 
of a cone-cylinder, with geometry ranging from a sharp corner to an ogive-cylinder. 
I t  wos found that flow separation decreases os shoulder radius increases, with no 
separation observed for ogive-cylinders. Static pressure measurements indicate that 
the terminal shock wave on an ogive-cylinder i s  generally weaker and occurs at a 
higher Mach number than on an equivalent cone-cylinder. Interference-free flow 
environments for the H/O tank wi II therefore consist of attached boundary layer 
flow and terminal shock wave oscillation (though not as severe os for a cone-cylinder) 
at subsonic speeds, and attached boundary layer flow for Mach numbers above 1 .O. 
As with the SRB, there may also be seporated flow and shock oscillation envimvnents 
corresponding to surface protuberances and other irregularities. 
Orbiter Vehicle - The Space Shuttle Orbiter i s  a fairly clean vehicle from an 
aerodynamic viewpoint; however, there are several specific areas of concern which 
should be noted as regions of potentially severe fluctuating pressure environments. 
In general, a major portion of the upper surface area of the Orbiter w i l l  experience 
attached flow with relatively small fluctuating pressure levels. The lower surface 
area w i l l  experience attached flow also; however, the I o w v  surface w i l l  be affected 
largely by interference flow due to the close proximity of the ;QB and H/O Tank. 
The following exceptions to attoched flow over the upper surface ~f the Orbiter 
should be noted: 
Separated flow and shock-wave oscillation in the vicinity 
of the crew comportment. 
Terminal shock-wave osci llation aft of the crew compartment 
over the upper surface of the fuselage. 
Protuberonce-induced separated flow and shock-wave orcil lation 
in the vicinity of the OMS Engines. 
Exhaust plume-induced separated flow and shock-wave 
oscillation at high oltitude supersonic flight. 
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A detailed analpis of the crew compartment and protuberance-induced fluctuating pressure 
environments w:!l not be presented in  this report since the final design of the Orbiter w i l l  
likely be altered from the design of these components 3s shown i n  Figure 10. However, 
certair general features of these components may be expected in the final design. 
Crew-Compartment - Due to the location of the crew compartment and the require- 
ments for pilot viyrbility, the f low over the upper fuselage w i l l  be perturbed to a 
significant degree. The angle between the pi!ot's window and fuselage w i l l  form a 
compression corner and the flow in this area w i l l  resemble a forward facing step or 
wedge characterized by compression-induced separated flow. At supersonic Mach 
numbers, shock-wave oscillation may be expected at the flow separation and reattach- 
ment points. Also, i f  the shoulder above the pilot's station i s  a sharp angle, over- 
expansion at transonic Mach numbers simi lor to that observed at  cone-cylinder junctures 
may be expected. Finally, terminal shock-wave oscillation w i l l  occur over the upper 
surface o f  the fuselage at  high subsonic Mach numbers for some distance aft of the 
crew compartment. For the baseline configuration, the shoulder above the crew 
compartment i s  rounded and shoulder-induced separated flow i s  not anticipated. 
However, terminal shock-wave oscillation w i l l  occur but with red1,::ed fluctuating 
pressure levels as compared to a shorp-shoulder configuration (see Reference 30). 
OM5 Pods - The OMS units are three-dimensional protuberances that w i l l  induce 
separated flow. Relatively severe fluctuating pressures are anticipated in  the vicinity 
of t k e  units. M o s t  of the aft fuselage and wing root section on the upper surface 
wil t  be affected by the OMS engines. Essentially, these engines are small strap-on 
rockets and many of the arguments presented in  the next section for the SRB interference- 
induced flow field are pertinent to the GMS engine areas. 
The flow field for the OMS engines w i l l  be characterized by compression-induced 
separated flow and shock-wave oscillation. 
4.2.2 Mated Vehicle Interference-Flow Environments - The launch configuration of 
Space S ~ y  parallel bodies. Such vehicles 
have regions of flow interference between the various bodies which w i l l  result i n  relatively 
severe fluctuating pressure environments. For other similar configurations such as T i  ran 111, 
shock-induced pressure fluctuations have been observed at the loco?ion of shock impingement 
from one body onto the surface of the cther k d e s .  This phenomenon may be anticipated for 
Mach numbers starting at approximately 1.2 when the bow shock for the mated vehicle divides 
into separate bow shocks f3r each major body of the vehicle. Shock impingement w i l l  continue 
to produce severe fluctuating pressure levels unti I booster separation, H/O Tank separation, 
or until the q 
concern. The following shock interference regions w i l l  occur: 
decreases to a level sufficiently low that the disturbances are no longer of 
00 
1 ) Bow-shock impingement and shock-boundary layer interaction between 
the SRB and H/O Tank due to SRB bow shock. 
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2) Bow-shock impingement and shock-boundary layer interaction between 
the WO Tank and Orbiter h e l o g e  due to Orbiter bow shock. 
3) Shock-boundary layer interaction beiweerl the Orbiter lower wing 
surfaces and SRB due to wing leading edge shocks. 
4) Possible transonic shock-boundary layer interaction between SRB and 
H I 0  Tank and H/O Tank and Orbiter due to transonic terminal 
shock waves. 
The most severe interference flow reqions are anticipated to be in the vicinity of the cme- 
cylinder juncture of the SRB, in the region between the SRB and H/O Tank, and in the 
vicinity of the H/O Tank and the underside of the Orbiter nose. The most critical Mach 
number range is anticipated to be in the transonic region (0.80 5 M 
to maximum dynamic pressure, transonic buffet phenomena and near-normal shock wqve 
impingement. Downstream of  the shock-interaction regions, the flow may become choked 
and a shock-free interference flow environment w i l l  occur. This type environment w i l l  be 
referred to as shock-free interference flow and fluctuating-pressure levels on the order o f  
those experienced in  homogeneous separated flow may be expected. 
I 1.6) corresponding 
OD 
4.2.3 Plume-Induced Separated F!ow Environments - - At  high altitudes, a rocket 
exhaust plume expands to form an effective flared afterbody larger than the vehicle itself. 
Under supersonic conditions, flow over the vehicle may be separated due to this effective 
flare. The onset o f  plume-induced separation, and the extent of the separated region, i s  
highly dependent on vehicle design parameters and flight conditions. Plume diameter 
increases wi th  diminishing dynamic pressure; the onset of plume-induced separation therefore 
w i l l  generally occur at times after conditions of maximum dynamic pressure. k altitude 
increases after the onset of separation, the separation region grows. Pressure fluctuations 
within the separated region are similar to those for an equivalent rigid flare; however, the 
non-rigid nature of the plume boundary leads to some important difference;. The most 
important difference due to motion of the plume interface i s  an increase in shock oscillation 
distance and attendant fluctuating pressure level. Effects of plume-induced separation have 
been investigated as part of this program. Prediction schemes for both separation length and 
fluctuating environments on axisymmetric vehicles are presented in Reference 29. 
Plume-induced separation has been computed for axisymmetric representations of the 
SRB and of the Orbiter. Tables 1 and 2 summarize vehicle and engine parameters 
pertinent to plume-induced separation on the baseline shuttle configuratiarl. Approxi - 
motions involved are similar to those made in  Reference 29 for the PRR configurat;on. 
Figure 13 shows the predicted separation point on the shuttle SRB and Orbiter. Separation on 
the SRB begins shortly after maximum q 
Separation on the Orbiter does not occur until well past maximum q so that separation due 
to the Orbiter engine plume wi l l  not be an important environment. 
Orbiter engines occurs at o much later time than that due to the SRB's because the Orbiter's 
high p H/O engines are much less underexpanded (through both higher area ratio and higher 
exhaust gumma) than the SRB solid fuel engines, 
and extends over most of the SRB by SRB cut-off. 
Separation due to the 
a' 
a' 
C 
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TABLE 1 .  SRB PARAMETERS 
Vehicle Radius 
Thrust 
v 
' ex 
Nozzle Area Ratio 
Exhaust Mach Number 
Chamber Pressure 
71 Inches 
2.5 x lo6  Lb 
1.145 
7.0 
2.9 
730 p i a  
TABLE 2. ORB; I ER PARAMETERS 
Vehicle Radius 
Thrust 
'ex 
Nozzle nrea Ratio 
Exhaust Mach Number 
Chamber Pressure 
131 Inches 
1.41 x lo6  Lb 
1.23 
35 
4.05 
3000 psla 
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4.3 Predicted Fluctuating Pressure Levels 
The following summary presents estimates of overall fluctuating pressure levels, as a function 
of  free-stream Mach number and dynamic pressure, typical of those which may be anticipated 
for the various unsteady flow environments for the Spoce Shuttle bodies. 
4.3.1 Attached Turbulent boundary Layer Flow - 
qb) 1 + 0.14 M 2  
b) 
(7) 
H/O Tank 
0 Ogive Nose - All  Mach numbers and surface area 
except interference-flow reg ion 
0 Cylinder - X / D  3 0 I M k 0.9 a0 S 
- O < X / D I X  /D , 0.9 2 M < 1.0 
S sw Q) 
I M 2 1.0 m - X/D > O  
0 Nose Cone - Al l  Macn numbers and surface area 
except i n terference-f low region 
0 Cylinder - X / O  5 0.2 I M i: 0.78 cn s 
- O I X / D I X  /D , 0.78 <, M < 1.0 
s sw QD 
I M 1 1.0 
Q) 
Orbiter 
0 Al l  surface areas except: 
- Crew Compartment Canopy - All Mach numbers 
- Upper Fuselage aft of Crew Compartment for 0.86 < M 
(See Section 4.3.3 for discussion approximate X 
i 1 .O 
/D)OD sw 
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- Protuberance-Flow Fields - Al l  Mach numbers 
- Interference-Flow Fields - Al l  Mach numbers 
Figure 14 shows the basic root msarl square boundary layer fluctuating pressure, both in pounds 
per square f,,t and dB, for the launch trajectory shown in  Figure 11. Maximum level for 
this environment i s  137.5 dB at T A L 0  = 50 sec, for which M 
24,400 ft. Note that this octurs before conditions of maximuFQ, at 60 seconds. 
= 1.05 and altitude i s  
4.3.2 Shoulder-Induced Separated Fl0.v - For the shoulder-induced separated flow 
environme-it, there are two sources of fluctuating pressures which should be noted. First, 
immediately aft of the shoulder and within the separution bubble, the pressure fluctuations 
appear to be fairly homogeneous with levels similar to those observed irnmudiately downstream 
of a rearward facing step or in the wake of bulbous payload configurations. However, further 
aft, the flow reattaches and higher level fluctuating pressures have been observed in the 
vicinity of the reattachment point. Also, even though the flow separates at the shoulder, 
the flow may reach local supenonic conditions as i t  expands over the sepaiatjon bubble, in 
which case, reattachment aft of the shoulder w i l l  produce a recompression shock wave and 
relatively severe fluctuating pressure levels. Measurements presented i n  References 18 and 31 
indicate fluctuating pressure levels ranging up to dF/qm = 0.16 for reattachment aft 
o f  cone-cylinder junctures with shoulder angles ranging up to 30 degrees. Most of the results 
presented in References 18 and 31 show considerable scatter wirh variations in both cone 
angle and free-stream Mach number. A prediction curve which appears to be representative 
of  the maximum fluctuating pressure levels for shou!der-induced separated flow on cone-cylinder 
bodies is  given in  Figure 15. This curve i s  attributed to Stevens in  Reference 32, and i t  w i l l  be 
employed in the present predictions for shoulder-induced separated flow. Results from References 
18 and 31 are also shown in Figure 15. 
For the Mach number range from 0.60 to the attachment Mach number (M ), the homogeneous 
region of separated flow w i l l  produce fluctuating pressure levels in the range from F / q o D =  
a 
0.02 to 0.04 (Figure 2). The fluctuating pressure levels given by Steven's prediction are 
greater than those for homogeneous separated flow and the difference can be attributed to the 
disturbances i n  the reattachment region (see Figure 12). For cone-cylinders with shoulder 
angles less than approximately 10 degrees, shoulder separation does not occur and the fluctuating 
pressure levels w i l l  decrease to the levels observed in attached flow as indicated by the dashed 
portion c f the prediction curve. 
H/O Tank 
Figure 15 
0 None anticipated for the ogive-cylinder configuration. 
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M 5 0.78 
OD 
0 Cylinder - X /D 2 0.2 
S 
Orbiter 
0 Crew Compartment - Shoulder angle unknowq. Nrr ~ mticipated for 
baseline configuration with i d shoulder. 
Expansion-induced separated environments occur over a l imi ted transonic Mc 
Basic fluctuating levels for the Shuttle are discussed i n  Section 5.0. 
.nber range. 
4.3.3 Transonic Shock-Wave Oscillation - Typical cone-cylinder data showing the 
a t t a c h m e n t n u m b e r  and the variation of shock location with free-stl.eam Mach number i s  
presented in Figure 16. Shown in Figure 17 i s  an interpolation of these data for two (JdditionaI 
core angles. Shock-induced fluctuating pressure levels, normalized by free-stream dynamic 
pressure, are presented in  Figure 18 for a range of cone angles. Curves for 17.5' and 22.5' 
are interpolated, 17.5O corresponding to the SRB. At this time, corremonding predictions 
have not been made for the H/O tank. Fluctuating levels and X /D foe. an or;ve-cylrnder 
are generally les: than for a cone-cylinder of similar nose angle; however, geometry of the 
H/O tank has not yet been finalized to a point where precise predictions are reasonable. 
The nose half angle of the ogive in Figure 10 i s  appro>rimately 38O . As a preliminari estimate, 
fluctuating levels wi l l  be taken as corresponding to a 30° cone. This i s  a very conservative 
estimate, and w i l l  Lverpredict the level by at least several dB. X /D i s  not estimated for 
the H/O lank. 
sw 
sw 
Transonic shock-wave oscillation w i l l  also occur aft of the Orbiter crew compartment canopy 
with characteristics similar to H/O tank and SRB. Because of unknowns associated with canopy 
geometry, precise estimates of fluctuating pressure levels and shock-wave iocations as a function 
of rnach numbers are not made herein. However, the data for the H/O tank and SRB are 
indicative of the ranges expected for the Orbiter. 
The prediction for shock oscillation is :  
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H/O Tank 
0.86<M < 1.0 a- 0 Cylinaer - Narrow band of 
approximately 3 6 width 
corresponding to X /D 
in Figure 16. 
e 
sw 
- Narrow band of O . i 8 <  M < 1.0 a- 0 Cylinder 
approxim3tely 3 5 width 
correspondiy to X /D 
i n  Figure 17. 
e 
sw 
Orbiter 
0 Fuselage - Location and Mach number 0.86? M < 1 .O 
range depend on crew 
compartment shoulder angle. 
Predictions for SRB and 
H/O Tank are reasonable 
approximations of the range 
uF paremeters for Orbiter 
tczrminal shock-wave 
oscillation. 
a0 
Transonic shock oscillation occurs over a limited Mach number range. Fluctuating levels and 
shock location are easily obtained from Figures 16 through 18; levels and location for the 
shuttle are computed and discussed in Section 5.0. 
4.3.4 Compression-Induced Separated Flow (Two-Dimensional) 
-/qm = 0.015 to 0.025 (Figure 2) 
H/O Tank - Pro tuberance-F low Fie Ids 
Interference-F l c ~  i. le Ids 
A l l  Mach Numbers 
7 SRB - Protuberince-Fic~ Fields Al l  Mach Numbers 
Interference-Flow Fields 
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Orbiter - Crew Compartment Canopy 
A l l  Mach Numbers 
1 Protuberance -F low Fields Interference-Flow Fields 
Fluctuating levels for the launch trcjectory are shown in Figure 19. Note that because 
f F / q m  i s  an increasing function of Mach number, the critical (maximum fluctuating 
level) compression-induced separation environment occurs at T A L 0  = 72 seconds, a later time 
than maximum q . 
Q) 
4.3.5 Supersonic Shock-Boundary Layer Interactions 
p / q ,  = 0.06 to 0.08 
Local Mach Number > 1 .O H/O Tank - Protuberance-Flow Fieids 1 
Interference-Flow Fields 1 
SRB - Protuberance-Flow Fields 1 Mach Number > .o - 
Interference-Flow Fields I 
I 
I 
c Orbiter - -rew Compartment Cunopy 
Protuberance-Flow Fields 
Interference-Flow Fields 
L x a l  Mach Number > 1 .O 
Fluctuating levels for the launch trajectory are shown in  Figure 20. Because the predicticn 
tsed here i s  not a function of Mach number (other than applying only for M 9 11, the critical 
shoc!, oscillation environment occurs at maximum q 
4.3.6 Plume-induced Separation - PIume-induced separated flow i s  nor o basic 
. 
W 
environment as those discussed in Sections 4.3.1 through 4.3.5, but i s  rather a modification 
of compression corner basic environments. The modification i s  dependent o n  the particular 
vehicle and trajectory. Not  onlydoes the mean separated flow depend on vehicle parameters, 
but the response of the plume enters into the fluctuating environments. In Reference 29, i t  
was shobn that homogeneous separated flow fluctuations in plume-induced seporation are 
essentially the same us for a rigid fiare, while shock oscillation depended on plume parameters. 
The homogeneous environment i s  thus given by Figure 19, w i th  the limitation that i t  applie; 
only to flight conditions w4ere plume-induced separated flow exists, ns defined in Figure 13. 
Note that separation due to the orbiter engines occurs only at very high altitudes; the dynamic 
pressure at these altitudes i s  sufficiently smr . hat orbiter plume-inducea separation may be 
neglected relative +o other environments. Tile SRB plumes induce seFaratioq at considerably 
lower altitudes, and must be considered. In Reference 29, a prediction scheme was deve:oped 
for the fluctuating pressure associated with the separation shock. Predictions made for the PRR 
configuration indiccte that shock excurrim and fluctuating pressure level for plume-induced 
separation i s  generally less than 25% greater than for a rigid flare irre baseline shuttle i s  
similar; shock oscillation fluctuaticg pressure levels for plume-induced separation on the 
baseline shuttle SRB wil !  therefore be no more than 2 dB greater than for the basic shock 
environment given in  Figure 20. This environment OCCUK only at TAL3 greater than 62 seconds, 
the onset of plume-induced separation. 
4.4 Predicted Power Spectra 
The f o l l o w i ~  empirical prediction equaticia, presented i n  normalized form, may be employed 
to compute the power spectra for the various fluctuating pressure environments. 
4.4.1 Attached Turbulent Boundary Layer Flow - The following equations apply to 
the homogeneous regions of at:ached f b w .  
where 
U 
w = 0.5 - 
b* 
00 
0 
( 1  + 0.14M‘ 
a0 
6 *  = 6 / 8  for M(1.0 
(1.3 + 0.43M2 6 
6 *  = aD for M > 1.0 
10.4 7 0.5M2 [ 1 + 2.10-’ R 1” 
CD e 
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b = x  
e 
R 
0.37 R - O m 2  I 1 + ( 
e 6.9910' 
x = Downstream distance from the leading edge 
R = Reynolds number = U X/V 
t a3 
v = Kinematic viscosity 
4.4.2 Compression/Expansion-Induced Separatea Flow and Shock-Free Interference 
Flaw - The following equations apply to the homogeneous regiom of separated flow. 
2 b  
qim I 
e U 
where 
" I  = 0.17 -- 
I 
5 f 0 
, for expansion induced 0.045 
- 
sepomted flows. p'/c = - 1+M; 
~ 
P'/q: = the results as determined in  Figure 2 for compression 
induced seporated flows. 
and the subscripts P and rn refer to local and free-stream conditions, respectively. 
It i s  anticipated that the above equation can be used with good (rccuracy to predict the power 
spectra for fluctuating pressures within the homogeneous regior of expansion-induced separated 
flows and shock-free interference flows althoueh i t  was derived based an data taken in  
compressior! corners. 
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3.4.3 Shock-Oscillation Environmenh - To predict the power mectra for non- 
homogeneous flows generated by shock-wave oscillation, prior knowledge of the overoll 
fluctuating pressure !eveIs i s  required. Under the assumption of statistical iqdependence 
between the various contributing sources, the power spectra for nonhomogeneous environments 
may be written as the summation of power spectra of the contributing sources. 
where c and c are given as 
I 2 
H - NH - 
(5) A -(;) A 
c =  
I 
sw 
H - NH 
($)$ -(f ) S 
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The power spectra for qonhornogeneous attached flow as caused by shock-wave oscillation in 
the vicinity of an attached flow region has the following form normalized by local conditions 
upstream of the S~OCI: wave: 
0.9 1 
.. 
where (F) z 0.40 depending on Mach number 
A 
( y )  = 0.01 
sw 
+ 
The following expression has been derived for nonhomogeneous separated flow: 
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+ 
where (v) = 0,075 
S 
(F) = 0.01 
sw 
also the subscripts and superscripts denote the following: 
Subscript;: S’vV - shock wave 
S - separated flow 
A - attuched flow 
Superscrip!s: 1 - absence of viscosity (inviscid) 
H - homogeneous flow 
Generally, shock-wave oscillation occurs in the presence of separated flow for critical 
environments, and examples are shock-induced interference flows, terminal shock-wave 
oscillation, the sepomtion and reattachment points for compression corner flow at supersonic 
Mach numbers, and the reattachment point for expansion shoulder flows for local supersonic 
conditions. For terminal shock-wave oscillations at Mach numbers near 1 .O, the flow does 
not separate and the nonhomogeneous attached flow equafion i s  appf icable. 
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5.0 AVALYS!; OF CRITICAL SPACF SHUTTLE FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
The analysis presented in  Sectiori 4.0 revealed that many severe and complex fluctuating 
pressure environmects may bu experienced by the Space Shuttle vehicles. The most severe 
environments w i l l  occur 3t transonic ond low supersonic Mach numbers, 0.60 5 M I 2.0. 
In  terms of  fluctuaiing pressure coefficient, transonic environments (0.60 5 M I 1 .O) are 
the most severe, while supersonic environments are critical because of high dynamic pressure. 
Although critical (maximum) fluctuating levels for each supersonic environment do not 
necessarily occur at conditions of maximum dynamic pressure (MAX Q) the levels at MAX Q 
are sufficiently close to maximum that for the purposes of this report critical supersonic 
environments have been computed at  MAX Q . Transonic environments have been computed 
over a range of Mach numbers. 
3b 
W 
The various prediction schemes developed under this contract have been incorporated into 
several computer programs. Descriprions of the various programs are contained i n  Appendix 
D. A l l  predictions contained in this report have been made utilizing these programs. 
Calcu1at;ons are presented for overall levels and typical spectra. Although a computer program 
has been prepared for the calculation of correlation functions (see Appendix D for description), 
specific sample calculations are not presented. The scaled correlations shown in Figures 8 and 
9 adequately illustrate these for the purposes of the present report. 
Computations were performed for the following crit ical flight conditions: 
1. Maximum Dynamic Pressure (MAX 0), M = 1.31 
0 Attached Turbulent Boundary Layers 
Q) 
- Typical H/O Tank, SRB and Orbiter Stations based on 
representative values of local boundary layer thickness 
and velocity . 
0 
0 
Homogeneous Cornpression-Induced Separated Flows 
- Typical o i  the shock-free region of separated flow over the 
Crew Compartment and shock-free interference flow fields. 
5 hock- Boundary Layer Interactions 
'- Typical of Bomdary Layer Separation and reattachment 
areas and shock-induced interference flow fields. 
Frotuberonce Induced Flows 
-- Typical of various H/O fank, SRB and Orbiter 
pro tu be m n c es 
2. Critical Expansion-induced Separated Flows 
0 SRB Worst -Case Shoulder Separation - M zz 0.75 
Critical Transonic Shock Cscillation Environments 
OD 
3. 
0 
0 H/O Tank Cylindzr - M = 0.90 
0 
SRB Cylinder - M = 0.78, 0.82, 0.86, 0.90, 0.94 
a3 
m 
Orbiter Upper Fuselage (in the range of SRB and H/O Tank data) 
4. Critical Interference-Flow Environments 
0 Typical SRB, H/O Tank and Orbiter Sbtiom 
- Shock-Induced Interference Flow - M 
Shock-Free Interference Flow - M 
= 1.31, 1.6, 2.0, 3.0 
Q) 
- = 0.60, 1 .OO, 1.31 
OD 
Primary emplmsis has been given to the condition of maximum dynamic pressure since this flight 
condition w i l l  generally produce the most severe fluctuating pressure environments. However, 
i t  i s  equally important to consider certain critical flow conditions which are unique to Mach 
numbers below the cmdition of MAX Q, such as transonic shouider-induced flow separation 
and transonic shock-wave oscillation. Finally, crit ical interference-flow environments w i l l  be 
generated due to bow-shock impingement which w i l l  occur at  supersonic Mach numbers. For 
the latter case, a range of supersonic Mach numbers are considered, starting at M 
(MAX Q)and ranging up to M 
The computations represent typical overal I fluctuating pressure levels and one-third octave band 
spectra which may be anticipated within the perturbed flow region under analysis. I t  should be 
noted that the predictions are based on estimated average values of  local flow parameters rather 
than actual measured values. The greatest uncertainty in the predictions i s  i n  the frequency 
scale rather than the amplitude scale since errors i n  the specification of local flow conditions 
(typical length scale and velocity scale) will cause a translation i n  frequency rather than 
amplitude. I f  actual local values of boundary layer thickness, flow separation length and 
velocity become available, the frequency scale for the predictions may be adjusted accordingly. 
?he following relationsh;p wi l l  apply for correcting the frequency scale of the predictions. 
= 1.31 
m 
= 3.0. 
03 
where the subscript p denotes the values used in the prediction. 
Variations in overall fluctuating pressure levels and one-third octave band spectrum levels may 
be anticipated for full-scale dynamic pressures different from those employed in the predictions. 
An adjustment to the predicted values for different values of q can be made as follows: 
a0 
In the following sections, the computed overall fluctuating prerrure levels and one-third 
octave band spectra are discussed for the various fluctuating pressure environments which are 
expected to be encountered at  critical Space Shuttle flight conditions. 
5.1 Maximum Dynamic Pressure, MAX Q 
The following trajectory parameters were employed in the predictions of M A X  Q fluctuating 
pressure levels and spectra. 
0 Mach number, M = 1.31 
0 Dynamic Pressure, = a 9 . 4  Ib/ft2 
0 Altitude, h = 34,400 f t  
CD 
qCD 
0 Free-Stream Velocity, U = 1,296 ft/sec 
ob 
Representative spectra for the unsteady flow fields which w i l l  be encountered by the mated 
Space Shuttle vehicles at MAX Q are presented in Figure 21. The following environments 
were analyzed using o nominal value of local boundary layer thickness of 1 .O foot and a 
nominal value of local velocity equal to frec-stream velocity. 
0 Attached Turbulent Boundary Layer Flow 
0 Homogeneous Compression-Induced Separated Flow 
0 Shock-Boundary Layer lnteractions 
0 Three-Dimensional Protuberance In6 zed Flow 
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Attached turbulent boundary layer flow may be anticipated for much of the vehicle surface at 
MAX Q with overall fluctuating pressure levels near 137 dB. With the exception of inter- 
ference flow regions between the various bodies, local protuberance flows, and exhaust plume- 
induced separated flow, a l l  surfaces w i l l  experience fluctuating pressures characteristic of the 
attached flow environment. 
Homogencous separated flow regions (separated flow regions not affected by shock-wave 
oscillation) w i l l  experience fluctuating pressure levels neat 148 dB. Typical areas are the 
interference flow region between the H/O Tank and SRB cylinders downstr am of the shoulders, 
and between the H/O Tan!< and Orbiter fuselage well downstream of the Orbiter nose. Also. 
local surface irregularities such as the crew compartment canopy and two-dimensional type pro- 
tuberances w i l l  have regions of homogeneous separated flow. Shock-boundary layer interaction 
regions w i l l  experience fluctuating pressure levels near 161 dB at MAX Q and typical areas 
are the interference regions in the vicinity of the nose cones and cone-cylinder shoulders 
on the SRB and the interference region between the OrtIter nose and H/O Tank. 
Also, bouqdary layer separation and reattachment points i n  a local supersonic environmer,t, 
such as the crew compartment canopy and various protuberances, wi l l  experience shock-induced 
fluctuating pressures ncur 160 dB. Three-dimensional protuberances are defined as protuberances 
which w i l l  cause the perturbed flow to move around the protuberance transverse to the local 
unperturbed flow direction. Extremely large fluctuating pressures may be anticipated for these 
environments due to the large vortex action within the three-dimensional separated flow field 
(see Reference 22). Levels at MAX Q may be anticipated near 168 dB. 
The frequency charac .ristics of the various fluctuating pressure environments are shown in 
Figure 21 and may be summarized as follows: 
0 Attached Tcrbulent Boundary Layers - HIGH FREQUENCIES 
0 Homogeneous Separated Flows (2-0 m d  3-D) - INTERMEDiATE FREQUENCIES 
0 Shock-Boundary Layer Interactions - LOW FREQUENCIES 
Naturally, consideration must be given to local length and velocity scales when determining 
spectra for specific flow conditions. A composite of predicted spectra for various specific areas 
of the Space Shuttle i s  presented in Figure 19 of Reference 33 where consideration was given 
to anticipated local flow conditions and typical length and velocity scales; the present 
predictions are similar, 
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5.2 Critical Expansion-Induced Separated Flows 
Expansion-induced separated flows w i  1 1  occur at the cone-cylinder junctures of the SRB, 
possibly above the crew compartment of the Orbiter (depending on shoulder geometry) and 
in the wake of certain protuberances and other surface irregularities. With the exception 
of bluff geometries, expansion-induced separated flaw w i l  I be ccjnfined, primarily, to 
moderate and low siJbsonic Mach numbers. Typical examples are the cone-cylinder juncture: 
of the SRB. For these cases, maximum disturbances w i l l  occur immediately prior to flow 
attachment. A typical spectrum i s  shown in  Figure22. Predicted levels are near 157 dB for 
the SRB. Disturbances in the vicinity of flow reattachment aft of the shoulder peak i n  the 
frequency range from 8 to 16 Hz, 
5.3 Critical Transonic Shock-Osci llation Environments 
Following flow attachment at the shoulders of the SRB and aft of the crew compartment on the 
Orbiter, local supersonic flow w i l l  result i n  a near normal, transonic, terminal shock wave. 
Typical spectra for the SRB are shown in Figure 23. Flow attxhment i s  predicted at M 
for the SRB shoulder and corresponds to the condition of maximum transonic shock-induced 
pertubations with an overall level o f  164 dB. As Mach number is  increased, the shock wave 
wi l l  move aft on the SRB cylinders and decrease in strength with a predicted level of 143 dB 
at M = 0.94. The frequency of peak fluctuating pressure level also decreases as the shock 
moves aft due to: 1) the increase in inflowing boundary layer thickness upstream of the shock 
wave, and 2) the decrease in local velocity which resulk from the isentropic recompression 
between the shoulder and the shock wave. Peak frequencies of shock-induced disturbances 
=0.78 
QD 
cx) 
are estimated to be 40 H t  at M = 0.78, decreasing to 4 Hz at M = 0.94. As Mach 
W ('10 
numbers approach 1 .O, the shock i s  further weakened with surface disturbances approaching 
those of attached flow. Based on a 300 cone, as discussed earlier, critical terminal shock 
oscillation on the ogive-cylinder H/O tank i s  estimated to be 156.6 dB at M 
level should be regarded as cn upper bound, with the actual level several dB lower. 
= 0.90. This 
a0 
Without detailed knowledge of the Orbiter crew compartment geometry, i t  i s  difficult to 
determine the exact nature of terminal shock-osc;llation on the Orb; ter fuselage. However, 
i t  w i l l  occur and may be expected to exhibit characteristics similar to tbe H/O Tank and 
SRB environments. 
5.4 Cri tica I Interference-Flow Environmerlis 
I t  was previously noted in  Section 4.0 that several reglons of the mated Space Shuttle vehicles 
wi l l  experience interference flow environments caused by the close proximity of the various 
bodies composing the launch configuration. Interference-flow fields c,n the Space Shuttle w i l l  
be caused, in  general, by the impingement of shock waves from ooe body onto the surface of a 
neighboring body. Naturally, shock-wave impingement i s  poss!ble only in  a local supersonic 
flow environment. At local subsonic Mach numbers, say downstream of shock-boundary layer 
interaction regions for supersonic free-strearn conditions, the perturbed flow field w i l l  not 
contain shock waves even though the flow field i s  caused by interference between flow fields. 
Thus, i t  i s  convenient to define two basic types af interference flow fields: 
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0 Shock-Induced Interference Flows 
0 Shock-Free Interference Flows 
With the exception of possible transonic terminal shock-wave impingement * , shock-induced 
interference flows wi II occur only at supersonic free-stream conditions whereas shock-free 
interference flows may occur at a l l  Mach numbers. Typical spectra for shock-induced 
interference flows typical of the in'erference regions between the H/O Tank and SRB (due to 
SRS bow shock impingement) between H/O Tank and Orbiter fuselage (due to Orbiter bow 
shock impiyement) and between the SRB and the lower surface of the Orbiter wings (due to 
the impingement of the Orbiter wing leading edge shocks) are shown for a range of supersonic 
Mach numbers in Figure 24. Also shown in Figure 24 are representative spectra for shock-free 
regions of the interference-flow field areas which are predicted to be affected by this 
environment and are the neighboring surfaces cf the SRB and H/O Tank cylinders (downstream 
of the shoulders), the neighboring surfaces between the H/O Tank and Orbiter well downstream 
of the Orbiter nose, and the lower surface of the Orbiter wings and aft cylinders of the SF;B. 
5.5 Comparison of Predictions with Experimental Measurements 
In Reference 33, a letailed comparison was made between predictions for the MSC -049 Shuttle 
configuration witl. measurements reported in Reference 34. The same general discussion applies 
to the present predictions, and wi l l  not be repeated herein. Shown i n  Figure 25 is  a comparison 
of present predicted levels to measured levels at critical transonic conditions. 
- 
* Recently published data (Reference 34, discussed in  Reference 33) lndicates that 
shock-induced interference flow due to a blocked terminol-shock wave between the 
h/O Tank and 0-bi ter  nose does occur at  near-sonic Mach numbers. 
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6.0 CONCLUDING REMARKC 
Preliminary estimates of Space Shuttle fluctuating pressure env:ronments have been made 
based on prediction techniques developed by Wyle Laboratories. Particular emphasis has 
been given to the transonic speed regime during launch of a parallel-burn Space Shuttle 
configuration. The baseline configuration, together with a typical flight trajectory, have 
been used as models for the predictions. Analyses have consisted of the following: 
0 Description of Flolv Fields and Attendant Fluctuating Pressure Environments 
for the Space Shuttle Launch Configuration. In most cases, these onalyses 
are sufficiently genoral to be applicable ro any parallel-burn launch 
configuration consisting of a reusable Orbiter vehicle, external R/O Tank 
and two strap-on solid rocket motors. 
0 Specification of interference-Free and Interference-Induced Flow Fields 
and Empirically Determined Attendant RMS Fluctuating Pressure Levels and 
Power Spectral Densities. Particular emphasis has been given to the transonic 
Mach number regime during launch. 
0 Prediction and Evaluation of Plume-Induced Separated Flow Environments. 
0 Analyses c f  Overall Fluctuating Pressure Levels (Expressed in  Decibels) and 
Ooe-ThTrd Octave Band Spectra of Various Fluctauting Pressure Env.ronments 
which are Expected to be Encountered at Critical Space Shuttle Flight 
Conditions. 
0 Corr.parison o f  Analytical Predictions with Wind Tunnel Measwements for 
Various Regions of a Typical Space Shuttle Vehicle. 
The resu!ts Df this study have resulted in the following conclusions. 
1 )  The following critical flow environments together with typical overall fluctuating 
pressure levels are predicted: 
0 Cone-Cylinder Shoulder-induced Seporated Flow on the SRB with OAFPL 
Peaks Near 157 dB for Zero Angle of Attack 
0 Terminal Shock-Wave Oscillation on the SRB , H I 0  Tank and Orbiter 
Fuselage Upper Surface Aft of Crew Compartment with OAFPL Peaks 
Near 164 dB 
0 Three-Dimensional protuberance Flows Representative of Various Space 
Shuttle Protuberance Environments with OAFP? Peaks Near 168 dB 
0 Compression-Corner Induced Separated Flow in the Vicinity of the Orbiter 
Crew Compartment with OAFPL Ranging up to 148 dB and Peaks Near Flow 
Separation and Reattachment Ranging up to 157 dB 
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0 Interference-F!ow Environments Between the SRB and H/’O Tank, Between 
the H/O Tmk and Orbiter tdcce, and Between the Orbiter Wind and 
SRB with Peak dAFPL Ranging up to 161 dB 
0 General Attached Flow Environments with OAFPL it i iqing up to 137 dB 
2) One-third octove band spectra for the above environments were generally one of 
three types: 
0 Attached Turbulent Boundary Layer Spectra - Typically High Frequencies 
0 Homogeneo-r Separated Flow and Shock-Free Interference Flow Spectrcl - 
Typica I!/ Intermediate Frequencies 
0 Shock-Osci I lation and Shock-Induced Interference Flow Spectra - Typically 
Low Frequencies 
3) Flow separation due 1 0  h e  SRB engine exhaust plumes will  occur shortly after MAX Q. 
Fluctuating environments w i l l  be comparable to those associated with compression 
corners. Separation due to the Orbiter engine exhaust plume occurs at high enough 
altitude such that i t  does not represent an important fluctuating pressure environment. 
4) Comparisons between predicted and experimentally measured OAFPL showd good 
agreement except over aft portions of  the Orbiter fuselage. In gewral, the agreement 
between OAFPL values for experiment and prcdictions was within, 3 dB. 
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APPENDIX A 
SUMMARY OF PREDICTION METHODS FOR 
IN -F L1 GHT FLUCTUATl N G PRESSURE EN V I R  ON MEN TS 
1 .o INTR OD UCVION 
When a vehicle moves thro%h air there are two basic means by which i t  can produce 
noise: f1 )  by i ts propulsion mechanism (motor-jet, rocket, etc.,) and (2) by its 
interaction with i t s  surroundings. At low speeds, for example, during and immediately 
after lift-off, the first of these i s  by for  the dominant one while near or above the 
speed of sound, mechunism (2) becomes most impatant. 
During any fli9:it cycle for an aerospace vehicle, there are three important phases of 
ihe flight which should be investigated i r  order to assess the structurol loading due to 
fluctuating pressure. These are l i s t e d  in the chronological order in  which they occur. 
0 Lift-off phase during which acoustic excitation results from the rocket 
exhaust noise. 
0 Launch flight to orbit phase, during which rocket exhaust noise diminishes 
and aerodynamic fluctuating pressures (pseudo-sound) starts to dominate. 
From an aerodynamic noise viewpoiqt, this phase becomes mos t  crit ical 
at transonic Mach numbers (0.60 I M 51.6) 
0 Re-entry phase during which only aerodynamic fluctuating pressures are 
present . 
This Ayendix i s  devoted to the specificarion of surface fluctuating pressures resulting 
from unsteady aerodynamic phenomena during the lounch phaco of flight. Aerodynamic 
fluctuating pressures (pseudo-sound) are ze:D at launch and increase to peak values as 
the vehicle passes through the tmnsonic Mach number range. Previous wind tunnel 
and flight data show that fluctuating pressures are proportional to free-stream dynamic 
pressure q 
a0 m a 0  a3 
stream static pressure, or.d M 
flow k.lenOmenon. However, peak fluctuating pressures do not necessarily occur at 
maximum q 
the flow field. For example, regions of tho vehicle exposed to separated flow and the 
impingement of oscillating shock waves wi l l  experience fluctuating pressures at teat  an 
(= y P M' /2 , where y i s  the ratio of specific heats, P i s  the free- 
i s  the free-stream Moch number) for a given unsteady 
Q) 
for certain regions of a vehicle a y e  to the non-homogeneous nature of 
Q) 
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order of magnitude greater than regions exposed to attached flow. Thus, if separated 
flow and oscillating shock waves are present, say at Much numbelf other than the range 
of maximum q 
other than at  maximum q , Thus, i t  i s  easily seen that vehicle configuration i s  very 
important i n  the specificction of f luc-t iq pressure levets since the source phenomena 
are highly configuration dependent i n  addition to varying with Mach number and angle 
of attack. 
, then peak fluctuating pressures w i l l  also be encountered at conditions 
Q, 
Q) 
In light of the foregcing discussion, one general statement can be made in regard to 
aerodynamic fluctuating pressures. Regions exposed to the some unsteady phenomenon 
w i l l  experience fluctuating pressure levels which are proportional to free-streom 
dynomic pressure, Thus, i t  can be readily seen that a fundamental parameter i n  the 
specification of the surface excitation i s  free-stream dynamic pressure and i t s  variation 
with Mach number. For a given configuration, Mach number and angle of attack define 
the pnenomena, and dynamic pressure defines the fluctuating pressure levels associated 
with the phenomena. 
Unsteady Gemdynamic flow and the attendant fluctuating pressures experienced by 
aerospace vehicles naturolly depend an the flight environments and the geometry of 
the vehicle. There are an infinite number of possible configumtions ond any dis- 
cussion of their fluctuating pressure environment must be general. Practically a l l  
experimental datu for msteady aercrdynamic flow have been : ;ed for bodies of 
revolution which are typical of missile configurations. As a resuit of these studies, 
i t i s  well known that certain basic unsteady flow conditions w i l l  occur regardless of 
the detuiled geometry of the vehicle. The occurrence of these basic fiuctuating pres- 
sure phenomena and their statistical properties can be predicted quite accumtely. It i s  
convenient to discuss these basic flow conditions for bodies of revolution; hwever, 
th is  i s  certainly no restriction on either the feasibility or the practicalit./ of predicting 
their occurrencz on more complicated configumtions. Thus, in the following paragraphs, 
general features of typical bodies of revoluticn are defined and the unsteady flow fields 
which they encounter are discussed. Furthermore, uerospace v2hicles may have a number 
of protuberances projecting from their surft-6 in which case the flow field is  complicated 
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by the super-positlm of the protuberance flow field onto the flow field of the basic 
structure. Most protuberances are three-dimensional projections and general charac- 
teristics of these flows should be considered as separate and unique problems. 
2.0 BASIC FLUCTUATING PRESSURE PHENOMENA 
Examples of several bodies of revolution are shown in Figure 1 . For the purpose of 
the present discussion, three basic configurations wi l l  be considered as specified 
below: 
0 Cone-cylinder shroud 
0 Cone-cylinder-flare shroud 
0 Cone-cvlinder-boattail shroud 
V i r tw l l y  a l l  axisymmetric vehicles fall into one of these categories although numerous 
modifications to the basic geometry have been employed in the past .  
Seveml fluctuating pressure environments having different statistical properties may 
exist over a vehicle at any given instunt in the flight trajectory. i t  i s  convenient to 
consider three separate Mach number ranges - subsonic, transonic, and supersonic - 
for each of the three bclsic shroud configumtions. Further, the flow fields w i l l  depend 
on the angle of  attack of the vehicle which causes nonsymmetrical loading (bath 
statically and dynamically); however, for the purpose of this discussion, nonsymmetri- 
col loading w i l l  not be discussed. 
Schematics of subsonic, transonic and supersonic flow fields for the basic configurations 
are shown in  Figure 1 . At subsonic speeds, al l  three configurations experience regions 
of attached flow and separated flow. The cone-cylinder portion of each configuratian 
induces separated flow immediately aft  of the cone cylinder juncture for cones having 
half-angl%s greater than aF;proximately 15 degrees. Re-attachment occurs within 
approximatefy one diameter af t  of the shoulder (depending on cone angle) for the cone- 
cvlinder and boottoil configumtions, whereas for the flare body, separation may con- 
t a m e  over ihe flare. Both the flare and b a t t a i l  induce separation for typical cow’ 2 - 
urations. A t  high transonic speeds, the flow negotiates the shoulder of a cone-cylinder 
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bod) without separating, reaches supersonic speed immediately aft of the shoulder and 
produces a near-normal, terminal, shock wave a short distance aft of the shoulder. 
The boundary layer immediately aft of the shock may or may not separate depending 
on the strength of the shock wave. At  tmnsonic speeds, the boattail and flare region 
produce separated flow which may be accompanied by weak shock waves in the vicinity 
of the separation and reattachment points. At  supersonic speeds, the cone-cy1 inder 
configurations pmduce regions of attocLsd flow. For the flare configumtion, the 
sepnrated flow i s  bounded by shock waves at the seporation and reattachment points, 
whereas for the boattail configuration, separation occurs at the shoulder of the boat- 
tail (expansion region) and i s  bounded at the reattachment point by a shock wave. 
It i s  evident that even simple vehicle shapes, such as cone-cylinders, produce complex 
and highly nonhomogeneous flow fielcis at certain Much numbers - particularly at 
subsonic and bansonic speeds. The unsteady flow phenomena are of particular 
importonce at tmnsonic speeds, since i n  this range, fluctuating pressures reoch maxi- 
mum values due to their proportionality to dynamic pressure. In order to assess the 
fluctuating pressure environment of a vehicle c f  any arbitrary geometry, i t  i s  conven- 
ient to discuss the statistical properties of the fluctuoiing pressures for each of the basic 
types of unsteady flow condition. From Figure 1 i t  w i l l  be noted that the following 
flow conditions may occur for various regions of a vehicle. 
0 Attached flow 
0 Separated flow 
0 Shock-boundary iayer interaction 
Each of the above flow conditions exhibits different Statistical characteristics. 
Attached flow pressure fluctuations result from the disturbances within turbulent 
boundary layers. Separated flow pressure fluctuations result from disturbances wifhin 
the separated shear layer and instabilities associcted wi th  the separation and reattach- 
ment points. Pressure fluctuations for shock-boundary layer interaction result from the 
movement of the shock wave and the static pressure discontinuity associated with the 
shock wuve. The stat;stiLal characteristics of each fluctuating pressure environment 
that are important in the analysis of structural response MY be classified under three 
parameters: 
0 Theovemll level 
0 The power spectrum 
0 The cross-power spectrum (or narrow band CKXS correlation) 
Each unsteady flow condition with general statistical characteristics wi l l  be discussed 
separately in the following subsections. 
2.1 Attached Turbulent Boundary layers 
The surface fluctuating pressures beneath attached turbulent boundary layers have been 
the subject of both theoretical an8 experimental study for a number of years. The 
turbulent boundary layer extends over a considerable portion of the surface of vehicles 
i n  flight and, thus, it i s  considered to be one of the principle sources of aero-acoustic 
excitation to the vehicle structure. Severul years ago, workers such as Kraichman, 
CiIley, and Hodgson developed theoretical formulations for the fluctuating pressures 
under mrbulent boundary !ayen and, more recently, several carefully planned experi- 
ments have provided additional information on the statistical characteristics of the 
pertubations. Lowson, Reference 1 , presents a good summary of the results of studies 
on this subject, with the exception of some recent measurements by NASA-Ames. In 
Lowson's report, the basic mechanism underlying the production of the surface pressure 
ftuctuations beneath turbulent boundary layers i s  discussed, together with a presentation 
of empirical and semi-empirical prediction techniques. This section of the present dis- 
cussion i s  a brief overview of Lowson's prediction formulae with the exception of the 
power spectra, which has been modified to be more consistent with the power spectra 
at low Ztrouhal numbers. The following discussion presents a review of the exprimen- 
to1 results and prediction formulae in terms of the most important statistical parameters. 
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Overall Level 
The correct method of presenting overall fluctuating pressure levels for surfaces 
beneath the convected turbulence in boundary layers i s  in  terms of  the root-mean- . .  
square fluctucting pressure level, q. Free-stream dynamic pressure, qm , local 
, and wall shear stress, T , have been used to normalize 
q! w 
dynamic pressure, 
4 7  so that meaningful data collapse c m  be realized throughout the Mach number 
range. The most generally accepted normalizing parameter i s  q 
used in the current expressions. 
and thirs, w i l l  be 
a0 
The effects of f ree-strm Mach number, M 
fluctuating pressures i n  attached flows are shown in Figure 2. There i s  significant 
scatter in the data which may be attributed to several factors: 1 ) background noise and 
free-stream h lence i n  the testing medium, 2) instrumentation quality and the preci- 
sion of the experimental technique, 3) data acquisition and reduction techniques, etc. 
For the range of Mach numbers covered i n  the data of Figure 2, the normalized RMS 
value of the fluctuating pressure varies from -/qa,= 0.006 at subsonic Macli 
number. to 0.002 at supersonic Mach numbers. Lowson, Reference 1, proposed :he 
following semi-empirical prediction formula which appears to agree with the general 
trend in the data: 
on the normalized RMS intensities of the 
a>' 
q p 2 / q m  = 0.006/(1 +0.14M Q) * )  
It i s  important to note that this formula has some theoretical basis and ;s not strictly 
an empirical approximation of measured results (see Reference 1 ) . The use of this 
formula at high supersonic and hypersonic Mach numbers shobid be done so with the 
understanding that It has not been verified in  this Mach number range and may lead to 
significant error. However, in the Mach number range up to, say M 
i s  in good agreement with experimental results. 
= 3.0, i t  
Q) 
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It should be noted that the results presented i n  Figure 2 , particularly the wind tunnel 
results, were obtained for both homogeneous and statiswry flows at free-stream con- 
ditions and in  the absence of  external pressure gradients. Consideration should be 
given to local conditions which deviate from free-stream conditions 
Power Spectm 
Power spectra represent the distributions of the mean square fluctuating pressure with 
frequency. Power spectra for attached turbulent boundary layers are found to scale 
on a Strouhal number basis; that is, the frequency i s  normalized by multiplying by a 
typical length and dividing by a typical velocity. The advantages of using normalized 
spectm are obvious since i t  enabies similar, homogeneous, flows to be represented by 
a single spectrum regardless of  the scale of the flow field or the free-stream velocity. 
Numerous studies have been conducted to determine the proper parameters to be used 
to nondimensionalize the spectra for various aero-acoustic ervironments. Unfortunately, 
the choice of parameters which best collapses the data appear to be dependent on the 
nature of the fluctuating pressure environment. In general, free-stream velocity i s  
used as the normalizing velocity parameter, although a typical eddy convection 
velocity (itself a function of frequency) has been used occasionally. The local con- 
vection velocity appears to corrkpond more closely with the physical situation for 
fluctuating pressures due to turbulent eddies. Selection of a typical length i s  more 
difficult. Boundary layer thickness (6 ), displacement thickness (S*), wall shear 
stress (r ) and momentum thickness ( e )  have a l l  been used by various investigators. 
The most generally used typical lengths cre 6 and 6*. 
bwson, Reference 1 , proposed an empirical formula for the power spectrum for 
attached turbulent boundary layers based, primarily, on the experimental results of 
Speaker and Ailman. In comparing this fonnula with other dota, and in  particular, 
wi th  recent measurements at supersonic speeds by NASA-Ames, the Lowson prediction 
appears to underestimate the spectral levels at low Strouhal numbers and also gives 
too large a roll-off a t  high Strouhal numbers. Therefore, a new formula i s  presented 
b 
w 
b 
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which appears to be more representative of e cperimental findings throughout the Mach 
number range. In this formula, i t  w i l l  be noted that b* and U (the free-stream 
velocity) have been used as normalizing parameters. The power spectral density, 
@(w) i s  given by the relotion: 
CD 
- /  
where 
U 
w = 0.5 - 
b* 
CD 
0 
(0.006) - P’/q; = 
( 1  t 0.14M2 )’ 
Q) 
(1.3 t 0.43M2 ) bb 
for M > 1.0 CD 6 *  = 
10.4+ 0.5M2 [l t 2.10’* R 1” 
a> e 
j ,  + ( R e ) 2  1°*’] 
e 6.9.10~ 
x = Downstream distance from the leading edge 
R = Reynolds number = U x/v 
e a0 
v = Kinematic viscosity 
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A comparkon of the predicted power spectrum wi th  experimental spectra i s  presented 
i n  Figure 3. 
Cross-Power Spectra 
The final requirement in determining the characteristics of  the fluctuating pressure 
field of the turbulent boundary layer i s  to define the ncrrow band, space correlation 
function or co-power spectral density. This parameter i s  the key function needed to 
describe an impinging pressure field en a structure i n  order to calculate the induced 
mean-square response of the structure (see, for example, Referencs '7 for the struc- 
tural response computational technique). The spatial correlatioc properties of a 
fluctuating pressure field can be obtained only from a careful and detailed examination 
of the field a t  a large number of points. Measurements by several investigators have 
shown that the co-power spectral density of turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctua- 
tions in the direction of the flow can be approximated by an exponentially damped 
cosine function, and the lateral co-spectral density can be approximated by an 
exponential function. The general form of the cross-power spectral density is: 
where A ( c ,  9, w )  i s  the modulus of the cross-power spectral density, and 
#(o) i s  the power spectral density of the homweneous field. 
Here, i t  i s  assumed that the pressure field i s  homogeneous, in the sense that the 
cross-power spectml density i s  a function only of the teparution distances ( < in  the 
longitudinal direction and 9 in the lateral direction) so that i t  i s  independent of the 
actual positions (say x and x + C longitudinally and y and y + 
w and U 
ing that A ( (, q, w )  i s  separable into its longitudinal and lateral components, and 
nonnolizing by the power spectral density of the homogenous field gives (Reference 1): 
laterally). Further, 
are the circular frequency and convection velocity, respectively. Assurn- 
C 
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where C (<, w) and C (q, w) are the correlation coefficients in the longitudinal 
and lateral directions, respectively. The assumed separable form leads to the pre- 
diction that the magnitude of C i s  constant along straight lines on the surface, 
forming a diamond pattern surrounding the origin. This characteristic i s  somewhat 
physically unreasonable (see Reference 2); however, for purposes of calculating 
the induced structural response the assumption of separability greatly simplifies the 
mathematics and, hence, i t  i s  generally accepted. However, Lowson (Reference 1)  
notes that a more likely form for the lines of constant amplitude would be elliptic, 
suggesting that the usual separable solution underestiwates the correlation area by 
n/2. Thus, integration of formula containing the cross-spectral density function 
should be multiplied by a factor of n/2 to allow for its probable underestimate of 
the correlation area at  any frequency. 
Measurements of the correlation coefficients have been made by Bull and others 
(see Reference 1) and the results are presented in Figures 4a and 4b. I t  i s  seen 
that the datu in Figures 4a and 4b have been collapsed based on Strouhal numbers 
f w  
U 
derived for the correlation coeffl -ients: 
and - ‘ Iw . From these data, the following empirical expressions were -
C 
U 
C 
C (q, w) = sxp -0.715 g ( I I @’“c ) 
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These correlation curves have been inserted in Figures 40 and 4b for comparison. 
Typical values of the convection velocity (itself Q function of frequency) f o  subsonic 
flow cre U = 0.6 U for the small scale eddies near the wal l  arld U = 0.9 U 
for the large scale eddies near the outer edge of the boundary layer. 
C a0 C OD 
W T  
The accuracy of Equations ( 5 )  and (6 ) break down at small values of - * u t  
however, in Reference 3 , Bull presents measured asymptotic values of the 
and - ' l c  . Based on these data, W T  correlation coefficients for small values o f  -U 
the Equations ( 5  ) and ( 6  
the resulting expressions are: 
C 
r: 
U 
C 
may be corrected to include the lower frequencies, and 
These dxpressions appear to be valid a t  both subsonic and supersonic speeds. 
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2.2 Separated Flow 
Separated flows as induced by steps, wedges, flares and other, basically iwo- 
dimensional geometric changes have undergone considerable study only in recent 
years. Considerably less dcta i s  available on the fluctuating p-essure environmmts 
within separated flow regions than is  the case with attached turbulent bou4ary layers, 
Fur'hermore, there are various types of separcie, flows and l i t t le  i s  known of  the 
similarities and differences of  their statistical properties. Example seprated flow 
en\vlronments are listed below: 
0 Blunt body-induced separation (as occur a t  cone-cylinder and flare-cylinder 
expusion corners a t  subsonic Mach numbers) 
0 Flare-induced, step induced, and wedge-induced separation (as occui' in  
compression corners) 
0 Shock-induced separation (as occur on cylinders, airfoi;*, etc., bencath 
terminal shock waves a t  transonic speeds and due to shock wave impingement 
at supersonic speeds) 
0 Boattuil-indtcsd and rearward facing-step-induced separation (such us occur 
in the base region o f  launch vehicles), 
A l l  of the foregoing environments differ to some degree in their aerodynamic structure. 
However, some basic comments can be made in regard to their fluctuating pressure 
character'stics. First, a l l  of these environments may be re+,ded as two-dimensional 
type septated flows having mean separation and reattachment line5 which are no. 
to the free-stream. Second, a general characteristic i s  that i f  the flow separates 
from m expansion corner, the separation line i s  quite -table in  that osc'llations which 
produce f!uctuating pressures are not generated. However, if separatic- xcurs, say, 
0 7 1  the cylindrical portion of a payload roud (flare induced Sep.-trtiC:dt: * '  . ;-:!.nration 
point i s  unstable and mc; produce significant flucttlc' ::.J pressures, Fri;cu;arly a t  
supersonic speeds where the separation i s  acco:T- ?d by an oblique shock wave. 
Third. the reattochent p i n t  of +.e separated flow field produces mther large fluctua- 
ting pressure levels cor virtually a l l  type? of sep.uted flow fields. The region within 
the separated flow field (between the separation and reattachment points) i s  a fairly 
homogeneous environment which i s  cbracrerized by fluctuating pressure levels 
greater thon those for attuched ilow but less than those encountered at  the separation 
and reattachment points. ExamFle data tor mriovs seprated flow fields are presented 
in  the 601 h i n g  sections. 
Overall Level 
A typicol example of the fluctuating pressures resulting from blunt-bd, separation 
i s  shown in Figure 5 (results raken frorr Rererence 18). These data were obtained 
at high subsocic Mach number. -or a 25-degree cone-cylinder configuration. The 
axial distribution of 
a peok !eve1 which moves ai t  with increasiq M3ch number. The peak i n  f l / q  
- J V . ~  a Ielatively nonhomogeneous environment w i th  
cn 
rt iults ,-.om the reattochrt-pt of t5e separated flow from the shoulder. Thus, the 
extent of the separated region increases with increasing Mach number. Peak levels 
of rms fluctuating pressure reach 1 1  percent of free-stream dynamic pressure at a 
free-streum Mach number of 9.70, ond results from the ins*ibil i ty of the reattachmen: 
point. It w i l l  be noted that the fluctuating pressure levels near the shcclder (X,/D=O) 
ore relatively low (same order of magnitude as gecerally found wi t .  v e  homogeneous 
region of %o-di,i,snsional separated tlows and typical of the environrnev; for separated 
sheor layerz) thus indicating that the separation point which occurs at the shoulder i s  
relatively stable. 5eparated flow Over the boattail region of a bulbous vehicle may 
be expected to exhibi: fluctuating pressure characteristics very .imi lar to the cone- 
cyiindcr; however, the biunt-body separat:on or) a cone-cylinder body i s  i imited to 
the sJbsonic speed range, whereas, the boattail cr,nfiguration may induce separation 
ot all Mach numbers. 
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Typical fluctuating pressure data For flare-induced separation ere presented ;n 
i igum 6 (results taken from Reference 14). These data clearly show the region of 
h a g e n e o w  separated flow, bounded on the upstream by the oscillating shock wave 
!faward peak in G I q  ), and on the downstream by fhe reattachment perturbations 
a0 
(aft peab in ). Surface fluctuating pressures for the separated flow region 
Q) 
range from 1.5 to 2.7 percent of the free stream dynamic pressure. Levels associated 
with the upstream shock wave genemlly range from 4 to 8 percent of the free-stream 
dymmic pressure (see Reference 14); whereas, levels in the region of reattachment 
may range from 6 to 12 percent of q 
levels for blunt body sepamtion. Further discuss;an of shock-wave oscillation &to 
i s  presented i n  a later section. 
and agree reasonably well with the reattacbment a 
The variation of fluctuating pressure level, mrmalired by free-streom dynamic pressure, 
with local Moch number (M ) f t r  various separated flcw environmrnts down;treap 
of  expc.lsion corners is presented in Figure 7. The regions af t  of cone-cylinder 
jclnctures and rwward-facing steps, and in the near wake of boattail codigurations 
are represented by the dot0 presented in Figure 7 .  These environments w i l l  be 
referred to as expansion induced sepomted flows and i t  wi l l  be noted that the attendant 
fluctuating pressures exhibit :he same generai trend with local Mach number. The 
largest levels occured at  low Mach numbers and decreased as loco! Mach numbers 
increased. These data represent the region of plateau static pressure and h e  tolerance 
brackets on the doto represent the variations due to non-homogeneous flow within 
the region of consfant static pre,,ure rather than scatter i n  ths measurements. A g m d  
empirical approximation to these experimenta I m.or=,urements is:  
I 
EApansion Induced Separated Flow: 
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This eqwtion i s  similar i n  form to that previously proposed for attached turbulent 
boundary layers, 
Fluctuating pressure measurements for the regim of plateau stcrtic pressure upstream of 
compressim corners are presented in Figure 8. The regions immediately upstream of 
forward-facing stec , wedges, and flares are represented by the data presented in  
Figure 8. Also, the previous fluctuating pressure data for expansion induced separated 
flow, shown in  Figure 7, are presented in t h i s  figure for ccmparison. In general, the 
compression corner data shaw an increase in  fluctwting pressure level with inc:asing 
free-stream Mach number in the range, 1 .O I M 5 2 . 0  - reaching a constant level 
a t  Mach numbers above 2.0. Free-stream k c h  number i s  used here because adeqt. :+. 
data i s  not available for determining the local Mach number in the vicinity of the 
compression induced separated flow region. Derivation of an empirical prediction 
formula for the fluctwting pressure level within compression induced separated flows 
h a s  not been attempted at this time. 
aJ 
Power Spectra 
The most comprehensive owilable data for power spectra of the fluctuating pressure 
within separated flows was obtained for the homogeneous region of compression 
corners c4 supersonic Mach numbers (References 14, 19, 20 and 21). These data, 
presented in  Figure 9 ,  were obtained for forward facing steps, wedges and conical 
frustums. A l l  data, represented by the cross-hatched band, shawed a distinct 
similarity in spectral characterist:cs when comoared using normalized spectral level 
ond frequency expressed as functions of local velocity, free-stream dynamic pressure, 
and local boundary layer thickne. + .  A number 4 velocity, leiigth and pressure p r o -  
meters were used to collapse the data; however, local velocity (U ), loco; boundary 
layer thickness (6 ) and free-stream dynamic pressure appeared to be adequately repre- 
sentative of the parameter dept;dence of the fluctuating pressures fc: the configurations 
stuuied. Power 
separated f low may be represented by the folloHing empirical fomulc: 
L 
1 
~ r r ~ i  of the fluctuating pressures within the homogeneous region of 
A-1 5 
where " 1  f = 0.17 -
0 6. 
L 
0.045 , Figure 7, for expansion induced 
separated flows. p2'G = - 1+M; 
- 
P2/qi = the results as determined in  Figuie R for compression 
induced separated f h v s .  
and the subscripts e and CD refer to local and free-stream conditions respectively. 
It i s  anticipated that Equation 10 can be used wi th  good accuracy to predict the power 
spectra for fluctuating pt :ssures within the homogeneous region of expansion induced 
separated flows although i t  was derived based on d a b  taken in  compression corners. 
Cross-Power Spectra 
Typical cross-power spectra for the homogenecus region of two-dimensional separated 
flows are presented in  Figure 10. Again, noting that the co-spectral density i s  the 
same as the narmw-band spatial correlation, it is  seen that the seprated flow exhibits 
spatial coherence very simila, :a that of attached turbulent boundary layers. The 
damping of the sinusoidal cross spectra for separated flow i s  exponential a t  high values 
of ur/U as is  the case for attached flow. Thus as a first approximation, the nor- 
malizcd longitudinal co-spectra may be represented by: 
C 
w c  
cos - -a 0 5/ uc 
C 
U C(I:,f) = e 
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The dampifis coefficient, a, i s  dependent on freestream Mach number according 
to the results presented in Reference 14. The Chyu and Hanely results show damping 
coefficients ranging irom approximately 0.13 at M 
M 
somewhat more rapidly than for attached flow which has a coefficient of exponential 
&cay of 0.10. I t  should be noted that the exponential decays represent the envelope 
of the crr,z-spectro for various spatial distances, q. For a given value of  5 ,  the 
cmss + e c h  can be represented by the exponential envelope only at high frequencies, 
the lower limits of which increase with increasing distance between measurement 
points. 
= 2.5 to a value of 0.3 at  
h i s  suggests that the turbulence structure in separated flows decays 
Q) 
= 1.6. 
aJ 
The loss of coherence a t  low frequencies precludes a general collapse of the data using 
a constant damping coefficient. This problem was overcome by Coe and Rechtie, , 
Reference 20, by introducing an attenuation coefficient which i s  related to the nor- 
malized modulus of the cross-power spectral density by 
The n o m l i z e d  moduli; for awi lable or selected transducer spacings, P , were curve- 
fitted by an exponential function using the method of least squares to obtain a ncn- 
dimensional attenuation-coefficient function 01 ( <, f 6 !/Ug ) a  h in Referecces 19-21. 
The pcrameter h i s  the height of the protuberances used to generate the separated flow 
field. Empirical approximations of the attenwtion coefficient, based on the experi- 
mental results of Coe ana Rechtien, are: 
f 6  - 01 (C,.;' ) = 0.75/in. " < 6 x  
"e 
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f 6  
I 
6 x 5 - - < 6 x  
"e 
where (q)o = 6 x 
- '' > 6 ~ 1 0 ' ~  
01 ((. 7) = 1,5/ in.  ' U  P 
Laterol Direction 
a (q, $) = 0.75/in. 
where (+) = 6 x  loe3 
0 
I t  w i l l  be noted that the longitudinal and lateral attenuation coefficients are the same 
f 6 /U < 6 x at Strouhal numbers, and thot the lateral atteruation coefficient e l  
becomes larger than the longitudinal value at f 6 U 2 6 x . It wos pointed 
out in Reference 19 thot this spatial characteristic indicates that the predominant 
turbulence i s  ncnconvective at the hwer trequencies and that contours of equal 
e !  / 
A--1 8 
correlation would be circular; whereas, a t  f b U > 6 x lo-* the divergence e e  / 
of the longitudinal and lateral attetiwtion coefficients indica'e a pmgressively 
extended correlation pattern in the direction of  the free-stream with increasing 
frequency. This statement i s  not entirely true sinc the uswl separable form of the 
cross-power spectral density leads to the prediction that the magnitude of the normalized 
modulus i s  constant along stmight lines on the surface, forming a diamond pattern 
surrounding the origin mther than a circclar or elliptic pattern. Under the assumption 
of separability of the longitudinal and lateral cross-power spectra, the following 
eqwtions (which employ the attenuation coefficient) may be used as prediction 
formula for the normalized IongitudimI and lateral co-spectra. 
bngitudinol Co-Spectra 
Lateral Co-Spec tm 
where a = cy (L +) os defined i n  Equations 13, 14 and 15. 
c 
CY 7 = a ( 7 ,  7 )  as defined in  Equations 6 and 7. 
2.3 Shock-Wave Oscillation 
Generally, shock wave oscillation produces the most intense fluctuating pressure levels 
that are usually encountered by a vehicle. As for h e  case of  sepamted flow, there 
are many t y p e s  of shock-wave oscillation and l i t t le i s  known in regard to the similarities 
and differences of their s ta t i s t i ca l  parameters. Typical shock waves encountered by 
vehicles are: 
0 Terminal shock wavs  for regiom o f  tmnsonic flow 
e Displaced oblique shock waves as induced by the separated flow 
in  compression corners at local supersonic speeds 
0 Reattachment shock waves in  the vicinity of the reattachment 
point for separated flows generated by both compression and 
expansion corners. 
0 Impingement shock waves as caused by local bodies such as 
stmp-on rockets. 
All shock waves may be expected to produce similar fluctuating pressure environments 
since the movement of the shoc? wave results from the intemction with the separated 
flow at the foot of the shock wave (see Reference 19) and the fluctuating pressure is 
the result of the modulation of  the pressure gradient through the shock wave. A 
special case of shock wave oscillation i s  referred to as an alternating flow condition, 
whereby, the flow at an expansion corner intermittently fluctuates between a 
separated and attached Condition. This environment i s  illustrated schematica'ly in 
Figure 11 for a 25 degre m e  angle together with the more common terminal shock- 
wove oscillation case. Example data for various shock wave oscillation environments 
are presented i n  the kl lowing sections. 
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OvemII level 
The axial distribution of rms fluctuating pressure resulting from terminal shock wave 
oscillation i s  shown in Figure 11 (from Reference 18). A special case c\f terminal shcck 
wave oscillation results when the terminal shock wave moves forward to the expansion 
shoulder of a cone-cylinder. For this case, the flow intermittently fluctuates between 
the blunt-body separated flow condition and the attached flow condition at hi+ sub- 
sonic (low transonic) Mach numbers. This condition represents an alternoting unbalance 
betweer the large p e m r e  rise through the shock wuve that exceeds the values required 
to seprate the flow and the small pressure rise that i s  too small to maintain fully 
separated conditions. 
Extremely large fluctuating pressures result from this condition; however, i t  should be 
noted that this Fhenomsnon occurs over a small Mach number range and generally i s  of 
very low frequency. Thus for lcrge Mach number transients, this phenomenon may not 
occur. On the other hand, some experimental studies using aeroelastic wind tunnel 
models indicate that this phenomenon may become coupled with the vibrational response 
of vehicles such that flutter i n  the lower order bending modes would result for certain 
configurations - particularly for bulbous shaped paylouds on rather slender launch 
veh ic res. 
As Mach numbe. i s  increased above the range of alternating flow, the localized 
oscillation of the shock wave produces intense fluctuating pressures for the region in 
close proximity to the shock wave as shown in  Figure 11. The shock wave moves af t  
with diminishing strength with increasis Mach number such that the rlns fluctuatir,g 
presssure levels also decreases. In oddition to the results presented i n  Figure 11 , 
the fluctucting pressures which occur at the separation and reattachment points for 
separated flow over compression corners (Figure b 1 are fairly complete examples 
of shock-wave oscillation data. 
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Power Spectra 
Only recently has  comprehensive data been presented on the spectral characteristics 
of shock-wave oscillation. Much of the previous dctta were presented i n  linear- 
linear graphical form rather than using log-log scales. As a result, mush resolution 
was lost a t  the high frequencies. Recent experimental data b; Coe cnd Richtien 
(Reference 20) gives a clearly defined spectrum for shock Hltlve oscillation a t  M 
however, data at other Mach numbers have not been published. Data obtained for 
three-dimensional protuberance flows do agree with the Coe and Richtien data and 
thus substantiates their l imited published results. The normalized power spectra for 
shock-wave oscillation for both two- and three-dimensional protuberances (References 
18 and 19) are presented i n  Figure 12. The power spectrum shows a relatively steep 
roll-off starting at a Strouhal frequency (f b /uo ) of 1 x lo-', where the subscript 
0 denotes local velocity and boundary layer thickness upstream of the shock wave. The 
roll-off i s  8 dB per octave for the range 1 x lo-' S f bo 
this range the roll-off changes suddenly to 4 dB per octave. These unique spectral 
characteristics of shock-wave induced fluctuating pressures are explained by the 
physical behavior of the shock-wave oscillation and the resulting pressure time history. 
The shock wave i s  basically a pressure discontinuity which becomes slightly distorted 
by the boundary layer such that a finite gradient through the shock wave i s  observed 
a t  the surface. Oscillation of the shock wave produces a wave form whiph approaches 
a random-rectangular wave as the displacement of the oscillation increases. Superim- 
posed upon this signal i s  the low amplitude, high frequency disturbance associated 
with the attached boundary layer (for that portion of the signal when the shock wave 
=2.0; 
CD 
0 
U 5 2 x IO-' and above 
/ o  
i s  aft of the measurement point) and the moderate amplitude and frequency disturbances 
associated with separated flow (for that portion of the signal when the shock wave i s  
forward of the measurement point). The rol l lof f  rate of the power spectrum for a ran- 
dom-rectangular wave form i s  6 dB per octave which i s  2 dB lower than the experi- 
mentally observed vulue. Above f 6o / U, = 2 x lo-' , the power spectral density 
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for the random modulation of the shock wave diminishes below the power spectral 
density for the turbulence portion of the signal. Thus, the roll-off rate changes to a 
value roughly e q a l  to that for separated flow since this environment i s  the larger 
of the two turbulence generating mechanisms (the other being attached flow). 
Noting that the power spectra for shock wave oscillation is  composed of 1) low 
frequency spectral energy of the shock wave and 2) high frequency spectral energy 
of the separated flow and attached boundary layer, the resulting empirical formula 
for the power spectra may be written as a combination of power spectra of the contri- 
buting sources: 
where the subscripts and superscripts denote the following: 
Subscripts: SW - shock wave 
S - separated flow 
A - attached flow 
Superscripts: I - absence of viscosity (inviscid) 
H - homogeneous flow 
The constants, k and k 
the total energy resulting from the presence of  viscous flow in  the form of  separated 
flow and attached flow respectively. I t  should be noted that the two secondary environ- 
ments (separated flow and attached flow) are not simultaneously superimposed on the 
shock wave signal but rather are time shared. This, together with the fact that these 
environments may be correla. :d with the gross motion of the shock wave results in 
values of k and k 
osciliation (torresponding to a point located at the mean position of  the she 
the contributiot: of attached flow i s  negligible in  comparison to that for separated 
flow. Thus, Equation 20 may be simplified to 
are weighting functions which account for that portion of 
1 2 
less than 1 .O. Finally, for peak overall levels of shock wove 
1 2 
wave) 
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Bused on the experimental doto o f  Reference 19, the power spectra [ @(0 1:; for 
shock wave oscillation in the absence of viscous flow normalized by local inflowing 
boundary layer thickness and velocity and free-stream dynamic pressure i s  given by: 
where: 
- overall level of shock oscillation peak 
corresponding to the mean location of the 
shock wove. 
[7/4IH 
sw 
- overall level of homogeneous separated flow as 
defined from Figures 7 and 8. 
The subscript 0 denotes local velocity and boundary loyer thickr ?ss upstream of the 
shock wave. 
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determined empirically from 
experimental data of Reference i 19 ( G)sw = 1 x 10-2 
= 0.25 
1 
k 
Substitution of  Equations 10and 22 into Equation 21 g;ves the final expression for the 
power spectra for s h c k  wave oscillation. 
- 0.25 - 
f 6  0 . 8 3  1 2 . 1 5  
( 1' '( f / f o  ) f (23) 
where (fo60/Uo)s i s  now defined for conditions upstream of the shock wave. 
A comparison of the predicted power spectra for shock-wave oscillation with experi- 
mental measurements i s  presented i n  Figure 13. Also shown in  the upper right hand 
corner of this figurz i s  the variation in c F / g o ,  with distance upstream from the 
45 dqree wedge, I t  should be noted that this prediction fc Tula holds true only 
at  a point corresponding to the mean location of the shock wave. (3 either side 
of the shock wave, the influence of the shock dimini.' 5 rapidly due to i t s  small 
displacement such that the environment i 5  basically ei thtr attached or separated 
flow with some low frequency intermittency dbe to the shock wave. 1: i s  ccnvenient 
to :efer to these regions as non-homogeneous c*tached at 4 seprci!ed flows and they 
w i l l  be discussed later i n  Section 2.4. 
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Cross-Power Spectra 
Very l i t t le data has been published in the form of cross-power spectra or fluctuating 
pressures beneath oscillating shock waves. decause oscillating shock waves at a giver1 
flight condition are confined to relatively s m a l l  art,; of the vehicle surface, i t  i s  
extremely difficult tc define the spatial characteristics of  the attendant fluctuating 
pressures. Fluctuating pressures in the vicinity of the shock wave are highly non- 
homogeneous; although they do appear to be related in  both spectral dhpe and 
spatin1 coherence. The only siqnificant results or, the spatial c',Itcrence ot fluctuating 
pressures in the vicinit;. of shock-waves are thQse by Coe and Rechtierl (Reference 20) 
Theit data indicate that the fluctuating pressures generated by the shock wave are 
related only at freqcrencies below f 6o /do = 0.08 for the region immediately 
downstream of  the mean location of the shock wave (Figure 14). For the region 
immediately upstream of the shock-wave, a small degree of cob *ence i s  also evident 
in this freq-ency range as well as 0 ;  f 6 
spectra and coherence function shows some very interesting characteristics of shnrk- 
induced fluctuating pressures,, First, the power spectra of fluctuating pressures on 
each side of the peak level point show large low frequence energy which can be 
identified as having the same basic characteristics as the shock wave spectrum for 
f S /Uo I 0.08. This i s  confirmed by thc cohersnce of the data w e r  the same 
\I I 0.N) . For f b /U > 0.08, puwer 5pec:ra frequency mnge 
immediately upstream and downstream of  the shock wave show spectral characteristics 
identical to attached turbulent boundary iayer and separated flow, respectively. Thus, 
for f 6 /U > 0.8 , the spatial correlation c f  fluctuatiqg presslire immediately up- 
stream of the peak should be characteristic o f  attached flow; whenas, immediatejy 
downstreal*\ of the peak th r j  should be charat'eristic o f  separated flow.. HpJueve;, 
wl.0t-1 the -pat* : rel i t ion i s  normalized by the pcwcr spectrgl densities ro obtain 
the cohererrc- fuirc r, this coherence cippors to be minimized due to the large 
spectrum level for the P i i \ t  of peak tluctuating pressure. 
U 10.2.  A comparison of the pcwer 
0 0  / 
0 
(( ",/ 0 0 0 
0 0 
Fwtht,. discussion or, th 
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characteristic w i l l  be give0 later in the section on r#M-homogencous gttachtd and 
Kpomted flows. 
The spatial deca) of the Isw keq~ency, shock i h c d  fluctuating prnsure in the 
longitudincl d i re t ion as shown in  Figm 14 may be represented by an exponential 
coherence function us bllom: 
A comparison o f  this empirical prediction with cxperimentol data i s  p-esenttd in 
Figure 14. It should be noted that, as sepamh’on dirtowe i s  increased, the above 
fonnuio fo i ls  b account for the low coherence at low frequencies. However, 
because the large non-homogeneous effects aswciatd with the flow in close pmxim;ty 
o f  the shock wave, the application of  classical s to t i s t i d  methods to define the spatial 
characteristics for large separation distonca may be questionable. Thus, for rwicm 
under the peok, Equaticn 24 is  felt to be an accurate representotion of the spatiol 
characteristics of the fluctuating pressures in  the longitudiml direction. 
The longit?Jdinal co-spectm may be written: 
f 6  
L‘ 
- 4 0  fb,/Uo cos 2n - 0 C ( I :  , f )  = e  
0 
Published data i s  not available an the transverse spotial characteristics of shock-induced 
fluctuating pressures. However, i t  is ont ic ipatd that these disturbances w i l l  be 
reasonably correlated over much larcer distances in  the tmnsverse direction than in 
the longitudinal direction because of the continuity of  thr, shock wave in the plane 
noimol to the flow. 
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2 -4 Ehn-Homogencous Attoched and Sepamted Flows 
Non-homogeneous aitcched and separated flows are &find as environments which 
are basically attucked or sepomted; hawever, the statistical pr-ie-3 of their attendant 
ffuctwtirrg pressurn wry wittc spatial location. Exanptes to be considered k e l n  are 
attached and sewrated flows i m e d i a t d y  upstream and downstream of oscillati- shock 
waves, respectively. The non-homogeneity may result from intermittency OP the shock 
wave oscillation or frwl a more basic modificdlon to the turbulence structure of attached 
and separated flow due to the motion of thc shock wove. The wriations in both the 
ovcra!! level and power spectra wi th position relative to the shock wave are evident 
in Figure 13. These datu are shown in comparison with homogeneous attached and 
sepamtnd Glow &io to illustrate ?)w presence of low frcqucncy energy due to the 
shock wave. Again, basic chamcteristics o f  the overall Ievcfs, power spectra, and 
cross-power spectra w i i l  be discuss4 For the purpose of defining empi:imI prediction 
techniques fix the non-homweneous attached and separated flows. 
Overall level  
The ovemll iiuctuoting pressure levels For attached ond separated flow in  close 
proximity to an mciIioting shock wcve are bounded on the low side by the levels of 
fluctuating pressures corresponding b homogeneous envirortments and are bounded on 
the high s ide  by the peak f1uctuati:g pressures corresponding to shock wave oscillation. 
In essence, tSir means thot the differences between the homogeneous and non-homogeneo?ls 
fluctwting pressure levels may be a t t r ih ted  directly to f luctwting pressures induced by 
the oscillating shock wave for ?+e v~se considered here. Thus, no:mIized fluctuating 
pressure i5ve:s for non-homogenew; flow; may be defined as: 
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where the subscripts and superscriptr om defined os follows: 
Subscripts A - ottoched flow 
S - separated flow 
SW - shockwove 
Superscripts H - homogeneous condition 
NH - non-homogencauscodition 
Undcr the ossumption of shtisticol independence between the various sources, i .e., 
attached flow, sepomted flow and shock wave oscillation, the fluctuating pressure 
Ievals may 5e expressed os: 
2 
+ c  
I 
J 
where c are weighting functions less than 1 .O, which represent the con- 
hibution of  the shock wave to the overall f luctwting pressure level. The values of 
c and c 
diff icult to predict. However, the above method of representation i s  useful in the 
prediction of power spectra tor non-horwgeneous flow as w i l l  be shown in the next 
section. 
and c 
1 2 
vary wi th  spatial location relative to the shock wave and therefore, are 
1 2 
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Power-Spec tm 
To predict the power spectra for non-homogeneous flows, a prior knowledge of the 
ovemll fluctuwting pressure levels i s  required. h d e r  the ossunption of statistical 
;ndcpendence between the various contributing sources, the power spectra far non- 
homogeneous environments m y  be written as the summation of power spectra of the 
contributing sources. Using the same symbolic representation as for the overall level, 
the power spectm for non-homogeneous environments may be written as: 
From Equations 30 and 31 , c and c are given as 
1 2 
H - NH - 
c =  ($)A -(f ) A 
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H - NH - 
c =  (+J -(; ) S (33) 
2 (p 
sw 
Tc &tennine the power spectra for non-homogeneous attoched flaw as caused by 
shock wave oscillation in the vicinity of the attached flaw regia., Eqwtiom 2, 22, 
and 32 are substituted into Equation 30, which gives a form nonncllized by local 
conditions upstream of the shock wave: 
(y )sw 1 +(f / fo )I955 11.7 , 
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Similarly, substitution of Equaticns 10, 22, and 33 into Equation 31, leads to the 
Following expression for non-homogeneous sepamted flow: 
(y -(;)" 
(+) 1 1  + ( f / f 0 ) ' * S 5 ,  1 1.7 qao qcD s (35) 
sw 
Comparison of these predictions with experimental measurements are skmn in Figure 13. 
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APPENDIX B 
SHOCK WAVE OSCILLATION DRIVEN BY 
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER FLUCTUATIONS 
High speed aerodynamic vehicles are subject to significant fluctuating pressure environments 
from various turbulent and compressible effects. One of the more severe environments 
encountered i n  transonic and supersonic flow i s  the oscillation of shock waves, where root 
mean square pressure fluctuations are on the order of 1/10 dynamic pressure. Oscillating 
shock waves are cften associated with more complex fluctuating flow fields, such as separation 
i n  a compression corner. Although a considerable body of experimental data enables empirical 
predictions of some fluctuating flow environments to be made with confidence, a better under- 
stonding of the basic mechanisms i s  needed to extend available data to more general cases. 
Perhaps the most important feature of oscillating shock waves which must be determined i s  the 
driving mechanism of the oscillations - whether shock motion i s  caused by the incoming 
turbulent boundary layer, or by flowfield fluctuatings behind it. To answer this question, a 
simple model i s  proposed in  which the incorning turbulent boundary layer drives shock motion. 
Analysis of this model shows excellent agreement with overall fluctuating pressure levels and 
spectra for shock waves in separated flow ahead of a compression corner. This analysis, 
performed under the present contract, is  presented i n  Reference R-1 and i s  summarized in  this 
Appendix. 
Earlier treatments of the shock oscillation follow the approach of Trilling (Reference 8-2) for 
interaction of a shock with a laminar boundary layer. In Trilling's analysis, frequencies were 
found for which oscillations would be self-sustaining. This would suggest that shock spectra 
would contain disorete frequencies. However, observed spectra are generally broadband, 
with no frequency peaks. The basic source of broadband fluctuations i s  the incoming turbulent 
boundary layer; i t i s  therefore reasonable to look for a connection between this turbulence 
and shock motion. 
Any oscillating motion i s  a combination of a forcing function and a restoring mechanism. Since 
a turbulent boundary layer contains velocity fluctuations, the shock wave within the boundary 
layer w i l l  be convected upstream or downstream. A one-dimensional modcl of this convection 
i s  adopted as the forcing function, so that speed of the shock wave (reiative to i t s  mean location) 
is  given by the instantaneous streamwise velocity fluctuation within the boundary layer. This 
velocity fluctuation i s  represented as a 
with zero mean and < p 2  > = 1 , and is  the rms turbulent Mach number. 
rp( t )  , where p(t) is a stationary random function 
aD 
The restoring mechanism i s  dependent on the particular flowfield geometry. Attention i s  
therefore directed to a specific geometry, seporated flow i n  a compression corner, Figure 8-1. 
The mean location of the separatior; point and shock wave i s  governed by viscous interaction 
and corner geometry. The mean location must he stable; othemire the separation point would 
not be there. I f  the separation point i s  displaced a distance x, it w i l l  return. I f  x i s  small 
compared to separation length, it is  reasonable to expect the rate of return to be proportional 
to x , so that the shock wave returns with speed -P  x , where the constant 0 i s  a function 
of meon flow parometen and corner geometry. 
8-1 
Combining the random boundary layer convection with the linear restoring mechanism, the 
equation of motion for the foot of the shock wave is: 
u = (t) - O x  
Equation (B-1) may be integruted to give the displacement: 
(6-1 ) 
Analysis of this equation of motion leads to the following statistical properties at large time: 
8 Root mean square displacement: 
where T 
The analysis leading to Equations (8-2) and (8-3) for the displocement follows 
almost exactly that for the velocity of a particle i n  Brownian motion with 
domping (Reference 8-31. 
Au tocorre la tion function: 
= integral scale of boundary layer fluctuations. 
lJ 
0 
so that the integral scale of shock motion i s  T = 1 / P .  This result was obtained 
by using Equation (8-2) in  the definition of R (7). The manipulations, con- 
toined in  Reference B-1, are somewhat lengthy but straightforward. 
X 
X 
Fur a shock wove whose mean profile i s  P(x) and thickness is  greater than < x2 >' , the 
fluctuating pressure intensity and spectrum me found to be: 
8-2 
Equution (B-5) assumes a constant gradient over the displacement distance; Equation (6-6) 
i s  the Fourier transform of Equation (6-4). 
The fluctuating pressure level and spectrum given by this theory were compared with experi- 
mental data obtained by Coe and Rechtien (Reference 6-4). Static and f luctuot lq data are 
shown in  Figure 6-2. For the D = Q) , h = 8 inches case of Figure 8-3 8 present theory 
qta. The predicts < p2 > 4 / qm = 0.068. This i s  in  excellent agreement with 
predicted spectrum i s  shown in  Figure 8-3, along with the measured spec),- II Itam Reference 
6-4. Also shown in  Figure 6-3 are two spectra obtained by Robertson (Reference B-5) for 
cylindrical protuberanco,s. 
The straightforward physical model proposed and the exci;.lteat agreement wi th experimental 
data lead to the conclusion t h t  shock wave oscillation i s  primarily due to velocity fluctuations 
i n  the incorning turbulent boundary layer. The agreement of the present theory with shock 
spectra from both a two-dimension01 compression corner and three-dimensional protuberances, 
where the incoming boundary ;oyer and separated shock are similar but the separated flow 
regions differ considerably, further substantiates this conclusion. 
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MATKEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF THE EMPIRICAL SPEC3A 
Spectral data for various fluctuating pressure environments hove been analytically representt*d 
in the form: 
where: U = Chatocteristic velocity 
1- = Characteristic length 
f = Characteristic frequency 
n, k = Spectrum shape factors 
0 
(C-! j 
The parameters f , n and k are empirically determined. Characteristic velocity and length 
are chosen as those which give the most general value of f 
conditions; U i s  either free stream or local velocity, while L may be 6, S*, or a body 
characteristic length. 
0 
L/U over J range of flow 
0 
Equation (C-1 ) may be re-arranged to represent the normalized spectrum: 
L ao 
The integrated spectral density ,nus: equal the overa!: level, J @(f) df = P2 , so that 
t 
Introduce the transformation: 
1 
t =  
1 + :f/fo)n 
c-1 
I '  
'0 
1 - 
0 n t2 
1 1 1 
for which d(f/f ) = - ( r - 1 
After slight maniyulatim, Equation (C-3) becomes 
, - I  1 k - - - I  1 
n a0 
9(f) df = - t dt = 1 
n 
0 0 
The de6nition of the Beta function is  (Equation 5.370 of Peferenee C - i  ): 
B(x,Y) = f t x - l  (1 -t) '- '  dt , 9e (x) > 0 
0 Re (Y) > 0 
SO that Equation (C-4) is: 
- 1 B ( k - -  1 1  , - )  = 1  
n n n 
K-5)  
so that the present condition is: 
fdoting the well known properties of the Gamma function: 
The Beta function may be represented in  terms of the Gamma function (Equation 6.381 of 
Reference C-1): 
(C -7) 
fC -9c) 
(C-9b) 
c -2 
Equation (C-8) i s  sotisfied by: 
Environment 
Attached Flow 
Separated Flow 
Shock Osci I lation 
(C-1 0) 1 
n 
k = I + -  
n k 
0.9 2.0 
0.83 2.15 
1.55 1.7 
It i s  obvious from Equation (C-3) that for each value of n there i s  a unique correct value of k. 
Noting that Equation (C-10) and its inverse are single valued, Equation (C-10) is  therefore the 
unique solution to Equation (C-3). 
With Equation (C-lo), the three free parameten f , n and k are reduced to two: f and 
either n or k. The prediction formulae presented in  the body of this report and i n  Appendix A 
did not make use of this relation, but rather fitted a l l  three parameters independently, using 
three points in  each measured spectrum. The values of n and k obtained are listed in Table C-1 . 
0 0 
TABLE C-1 
VALUES OF n AND k USED IN EMPIRICAL SPECTRA 
Figure C-1 shows these vaiues of n and k as compared to Equation (C-10). The oqreement 
i s  quite good. Although i t  should be understood that the present point is strictly a mathematical 
manipulation, the agreement shown in Figure f - 1  provides additional justification for the use 
of the form of Equation (C-?). 
The values of n and k shown in  Table C-1 are sufficiently close to ogreement with Equation 
(C-10) that they are retained unchanged in  the prediction formulae. If at some future time i t  
i s  desired to revise r t  and k, this con be easily done. It should be noted that the most natural 
way of fitting the two independent porometen, f and n or k, i s  to uti l ize data at low 
frequencies ( f << f ) to obtain fo , and high frequency data ( f  >> fo ) to obtain n and k. 
At f >> fo , the slope of the spectrum on a log-log plot i s  - nk , 
0 
0 
c -3 
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WYLE LABORATORIES 
COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
Program Number: 71 /004S- 1 A 
Authors: D.Lister, K.Plotkin 
Date: May 1973 
Source Language: Fortran IV-i i  
Computer: XDS Sigma 5 
1.0 PROGRAM TITLE 
Power Spectral Density 
2.0 PURPOSE 
Identical to Progrom 71jOO4S-1, wr i t ten by D. Lister, except that the present version 
i s  a subroutine and does not provide plots. 
3.0 METHOD 
Same as Program 71/0045-1. 
4.0 COMPUTER CONFIGURATION 
?he required hardware is: XDS Signa 5 Computer with 16 K core, card reader and 
line printer. 
5.0 CALL SEQUENCE 
The program i s  entered by  the call: 
CALL PSDIN (FB, FE, ANN, TIT, IABCD, QS, DB, UL, PSQUAR, 
FZERO) 
Al l  input variables correspond to those described for 71/0045-1, with the following 
additiona I no tcl ti ons : 
0 IABCD i s  a 4 element array, such that 
IABCD (1) = IA 
IABCC (2) = I B  
IABCD (3) = IC 
IABCD (4) = ID  
D-1 
0 PSQUAR i s  a 3 element array, such that 
PSQUAR (1) = PQSA 
PSQUAR (2) = PQSB 
PSQUAX (3) = PQST 
I, FZERO i s  a 3 element array, such that 
FZERO (1) = FDUP 
FZERO (2) = FDUB 
FZERO (3) = FDUT 
After a call to PSDIN has been made, subsequent entries for identical values of FB, 
FE and ANN may be made by the statement 
CALL PSD (TIT, IABCD, QS, DB, UL, PSQUAR, FZERO) 
6.1) OUTPd? 
The output i s  identical to 71/0045-1. 
0-2 
WYLE LABORATORIES 
COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
Program Number: 73/004P - 1 
Authx: K .  J. Plotkin 
Date: April 1973 
Source Language: Fortran 1V - H 
1 .O PROGRAM TITLE 
Corre I at i on Fun c t ion 
2.0 PURPOSE 
Given the local velocity and boundary loyer thickness, the program computes and 
prints narrow band cross correlation functions for at'ached turbulent boundary layer 
flow, sepamted flow, and protuberance induced separated flow. 
3.0 METHOD 
The prediction rnet!?od of Reference 1 i s  used. The tonnulce, presented in Reference 
1 , for longitudinal and lateral correlation functions may be written 
Lateral: Av = exp (- l a l / L t  '1 
where 6 and ?I are streamwise and transverse coordinates, f i s  frequency and u 
i s  narrow band convection velocity, The present notation differs slightly from that 
of Reference 1 in that A here includes the cosin,e term. The notation L and 
L V  i s  introduced here, with these two quantities representing the exponential decay 
I ength scales of the correlation functions, 
C 
4 S 
The quantities L s  , L v  and u are functions of frequency. 
Lt , LB , A The program computes 
and flare induced separated flows. Longitudinal quantities, L5 and A 
C 
and A,) for attached turbulent boundary layers 4 
, are corn- 
puted for protuberence inbced  Separated flow. e 
D-3 
4 .O COMPUTER CONFI GURATIC N 
The required hardware is :  XDS Sigma 5 Computer with 16K core, card reader, and 
line printer. 
5.0 CALL SEQUENCES 
This program i s  written as ri subroutine, with four entry points, The entry names and 
cal I sequences are as follows: 
Initial Entry: Initializes frequency range and computes decay length scales, 
CALL CLENFR (FB, FE, ANN, DB, UL, IATT, ISEP, IPROT, IGNOt’E) 
where 
FB 
FE 
ANN 
DB 
UL 
IATT 
ISEP 
IPROT 
IGNORE 
Lower limit of frequency range of interest 
Upper l i m i t  o f  frequency range of interest 
Number of  frequertcy points per decade 
Local boundary layer thickness, feet 
Local velocity, feet second 
i f  computation desired for attacned flow {A i f  not desired 
6 1 i f  computation desired for separated flow 
10 i f  not desired 
i f  computation desired for protuberance flow {A i f  not desired 
-1 
An entry to CLENFR compbres Lt and L for the desired frequency range and 
saves these for later printout, Storage i s  in a COMMON block described i n  Sec- 
tion 6.0. Any or a l l  of the environments mcy be selected for computation. The 
first call to the routine, ond any cal l  w i th  a change in  FB, FE or ANN, must be to 
CLENFR. Each time CLENFR i s  called, the frequency range i s  printed out. 
r7 
Subsequont Computation of L and Lq : 6 
I f  i t  i s  desired to compute L and Lg for different flow conditions over the same 5 
0-4 
frequency range as before, this i s  accomplished by: 
CALL CORLEN (DB, UL, IATT, ISEP, IPROT)  
Computation of A and A V  : 
A 
cal l  i s  
- 4 
and ATI are computed as functions of distance for a speci6ed freqcrency. The 4 
CALL CORFUN (DB, UL, IATT, ISEP, IPROT, IGNORE, 
IFREQ, XB, XE, DEL) 
where 
IGNORE 
IFREQ 
XB 
XE 
DEL 
1 i f  previously computed values of L4 and L9 
CI i f  L and L9 are to be re-computed for the 
speci -ied values of DB and UL 
Index of the frequency for which A and Ag are 
to be computed 
Lower limit of separation distance range of interest 
Upper l i m i t  of separation distmce range of  interest 
Increment between distance points to be computed 
- are to be used - 
s 
4 - 
= 
= 
= 
Longitudinal and lateral correlation function are computed for the qxci f ied separa- 
tion distance range and the frequency corresponding to IFREQ. These values are 
saved for later printout. 
Printout of Computed Values: 
CALL CORPRT (TIT, ILEN, ICQR) 
where 
TIT = Name of a 20 eiement alphameric array containing 
a title to be printed out 
D -5 
' 1  i f  Le and LV are to be printcd 
10 i f  not ILEN = 
ICOK = i f  At and A,, are to be printed 
A call to CORPRT with I L E N  = 1 results in  a printout of the lcst computed values of 
L and 
fb/u , i s  also printed. 
A call to CORPT with ICOR = i results in Q printout of the last computed .,a!ues of 
A( and A, for a l l  three environments. 
The t i t le TIT i s  printed above each table. Also printed are parameters gf the fre- 
quency range. 
Lv for a l l  three environments as a function of frequency. Strouhal number, 4 
1 
A sample outpur :s cttached. The printou: i s  sufficiently annotated so as to be se!f- 
explanatory. 
6.0 STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF COMPUTED RESULTS 
I n  the event thGt access i s  required to values computed by this suLrout;ne, computed 
values are stored in  a COMMON block designated COLD. Tg p i n  access, the 
following statement must be inserted into the main progrqm or other subrovtine: 
COMMON /COLD/ F, ST, P.TTU(, ATTLY, S E P U ,  SEPLY, ROTI,X, 
U'ATT, UCSEP, X I  CORFAX, CORFAY, CJRFSX, SORFSY, COiFPX 
where euch name i s  ihat of 2 100 element one dimensional array. Each array con- 
tains the foliowing: 
F 
s T 
ATTl X 
ATTLY 
SEPW 
SEPLY 
PROTLX 
UCATT 
Frequency 
Strouhal number, fd/u 
L for 'tached Flaw 
LV for attached flow 
L for separated flow 
LV for separated flow 
L for protuberance flow 
Narrow band convection velocity for attached f low 
e 
I 
4 
X 
UCSEP = Narrow band convection velocity for separated ond 
protuberance flow 
X = Distance coordinate for correlation function 
CORFAX = A for attached flow 
CORFAY = A for attached flow rl 
CORFSX = A for separated flow 
CORFSY = % for separated flow 
CORFPX = A for protuberance flow 
s 
4 
4 
Different names may be used in the COMMON statement; hoHever, the order must 
be preserved exactly and each array must be dimensioned exactly 100. The name 
COLD may not be used for any other purpose in  the program. 
Because of the dipension of 100, the frequency ond distance parameters must be such 
thof 60 more than io0 points are computed for eozh . I f  the frequency porameter 
(FB, FE, ANN)  do not satisfy th i s  restriction, CLENFR w i l l  substitute an acceptable 
value of A N N  and proceed. I f  the distance parameters (XB, XE, DEL) do not satisfy 
t h i s  restriction, a message w i l l  be printed and the job terminated. 
7 .O REFERENCES 
1 .  Robertson, J. E ., "Prediction of In-Flight Fluctuating Pressure Environments 
Including Protuberance Induced Flow, 'I Wyle Laboratories Rerearch Staff 
Report WR 71-10, March 1971. 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
Program Number: 73/005P-1 
Author: K. Plotkin 
Date: May 1973 
Source Language: Fortran IV-H 
PROGRAM TITLE 
Transonic Flow 
PURPOSE 
To compute fluctuating pressure environments on the c>lindrical portion of c cone 
cylinder at transonic Mach numbers 0 . 6 l M  10.98, 
METHOD 
The p g a m  uses the prediction schemes presented i n  Reference 1 thru 3 for overall 
fluctuating pressure levels and terminal shock wave oscillation . There are three 
basic cases, as a function of Mach number and cone angle. For M c r6, attached 
flow fluctuating pressure level i s  computed from Equation 1 of Reference 1. For 
6 SM I M (M = attachment Mach number) , overall level i s  computed from Steven's a a  
prediction 'scheme (Reference 2) as cited i n  Reference 3 For attached flow and 
shock wave oscillation, overall level and shock location (relative to cylinder dia- 
meter) are computed from data presented i n  Figures 13 thru 16 of Reference 3 ,  
Q) 
COMPUTER CONFIGURATION 
%e required hardware is: XDS Sigma 5 Computer with 16 K core. 
CALL SEQUENCE 
The program i s  entered by a call : 
CALL TRANS (THETA, MINF, XOVERD, CP, NTYPE) 
where 
THETA = Cone half angle 
EM1NF = Free stream Mach number 
XOVERD = Shock wave locatim divided by cylinder diameter 
D-15 
CP = Fluctuating pressure coefficient, @/qa 
NTYPE = Signal parameter to indicate type of flow present 
The program i s  entered with values of THETA and EMINF. Values of XOVERD, CP 
and NTYPE are returned. NTYPE may attain h e  following values: 
0 :  
1 :  
2 :  
3 :  
6,O INPUT AND OUTPUT 
M < 0.6 attached flow exists and has been 
computed. XOVERD is set equal to 0. 
0.6~ M < M Separated flow exists and has 
been computed. XOVERD i s  set equal to 0. 
M < M c 0.98, Attached flow and shock 
oscillation exists and has been computed. 
An unacceptably high value of M 
has been specified. 
aD 
0 0 0  
a m  
(>0.98) 
00 
This subroutine contains no READ or WRITE statements; vulues returned are to be 
hcqdled by a main program provided by the user. 
7 .O REFEREbQ'X 5 
1. Robertson, J . E., "Prediction of In-Flight Fluctuating P-sure Environments 
Including Protuberance Induced Flow, I' Wyle Laboratories Research Staff 
Report WR 71-10 , March 1971 
2. Himelblow, Harry, "Aeroacoustic, Vibration and Shock Environments for the 
Space Shuttle Orbiter," Paper presented at Space Shuttle Dynamics and 
Aeroelasticity Technology Working Group Meeting, Ames-Research Center, 
Moffet Field, California, November 8-9, 1971 
3 Roberison, J E., "Preliminary Estimates of Space Shuttle Fluctuating Pressure 
Environments, 'I Wyle Laboratories Research Stuff Report WR 72-10, August 
1972 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
Program Number: ?1/004S - 1 
Author: D.M. Lister 
Date: July 1971 
Source Language: FORTRAN IV-H 
Computer: XDS Sigma 5 
1 .O PROGRAM TITLE 
Power Spectral Density. 
2.0 PURPOSE 
Given the local velocity, the free-stream dynamic pre~sure, the local boundary 
layer thickness and the frequency range of interest, the program prints and plots, 
the pressure spectral cicnsity, the normalized pressure spectral density and the 
f1uctuatir.q pressure level. 
3.0 METHOD 
The rneth.xl employed i s  given ;n Section 3.2.2.4, page 31 cf Reference 1. 
4.0 C OM PUTEi? C ONFI G URATI ON 
The required hardware is: XDS Sigma 5 computer with 16 K core, card reader, 
line printer and calcomp plotter. 
5.0 PUNCIiED CARD INPUT 
This i s  best illustrated in tabular form as shown on the following page. 
0-1 7 
4 u  
qm 
5 
- 
Note 
-I 
115 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
- 
Card 
# 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
- Va r ia  b I e Dcscr i pt i on 
F 3 r  tra t i  
Symbol 
FB 
FE 
A N N  
XDECADE 
YDECADE 
YTDB 
fb 
e 
f 
nPd 
Init ial frequency of interest 
Final frequency of interest 
Number of frequency ptddecade 
Length in inches of decade of n axis 
Length in inches of decade of y axis 
Length in in-hcs of 10 d6 on y ax;s 
F10.0 
F10.0 
F10.0 
F10.0 
F10.0 
F10.0 
1-10 
11-20 
21 -30 
31 -40 
41 -50 
51 -60 
1-80 2 Title A Title card 20A4 
I 1  
I 1  
I 1  
I 1  
I 1  
1 1  
1 1  
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 - 
1A 
I B  
IC 
ID 
I P  1 
I P 2  
1P 3 
Zone parameters 1 5 10 15 20 
25 
30 
35 
PI o t pa ram e ters 
Q S  
CR 
. -  -  
I QSA 
FDUA 
Free-stream dynamic pressure 
Loca! bcundary layer thickness 
Loca I veloc i ty 
F10.0 
F10.0 
F10.0 
1-10 
11 -20 
21 -30 
~ 
Normalized mean square FPL 
Attached Flow 
F10.0 
F10.0 
1-10 
1 1  -20 Normalized characteristic frcquency 
Attached Flow 
PQ S B 
FDUB 
~ ~~~ 
Normalized mean square FPL 
Norma I ized characteristic frequency 
Normutized total mean square FPL 
Noi,malizcd chaiactcristic frequency 
Normalized mcon square FPL 
Separated Flow 
Sepn, a ted F 13j.v - 
Shock OSciI lotion 
Shock (Xci  I lotion 
Separated Flow 
F10.0 
F10.0 
1-10 
11-20 
F 10.0 
F10.0 
F10.0 
1-10 
11-20 
21 -30 
PQST 
FDUT 
PQSB 
- 
- 
Fort ro n 
# S ymhol 
I 
\/ar ial? 1 c Desc r i  pt i on Format C o l u m r  ~ Card Note 
9 8 (P?/q:)T P Q S T  Noimolized toto1 mean squaic FPL F10.0 
r 
' - l o  i Shock Osc i I tu t ion 
Normalized charocteristic frequency F10.0 11-23 ' I I 
* Attached Flow i 
9 8 (fo~l/Up!c FDUT 
Shock Oxi l la t io t l  
9 8 (P2/qk)* P Q S A  Normalized mean squure F PL F10.0 2 1 - A O  
_ _  ~~ 
NOTES: 
The various output quantities are computed for values of frequency lying between f, 
and f . The i frequency point from f i s  given by the formula: th 
e b 
U 
For third octave band frequencies,input npd = 10. 
XDECADE i s  used by a l l  three piots. I t  i s  suggested that XDECADE i s  selected such 
that XDEC :\LE multiplied by the number of x decades i s  less than ten. 
(e.g., for frequency ramdc,e 1 Hz to l o 4  Hz then XDECADE i s  best chosen to be two.) 
The program inputs this card and prints its contents prior to the main output table. 
(i.e., a t i t le card.) 
At the end of processing thL prcgrorn returns to rend a new t i t le card and a new 
parameter card, I f  the sum of the zone parame:ers i s  zero a new card type one i s  
read. If FE is  not greater than FB then the program stops. 
The zone parameters must  be equa' to zero or one. A one indicates that the structure 
i s  slJbjected to the indicated flaw condition (see Reference 1, page 32). 
combinations of the four zone parameters are: (1 ,O,O,O), (1,0,0,1 ), (0,t ,O,O), 
(O,l, 1 ,O), (0,0,1 ,O) and (O,O,d,l). 
Possible 
The plot parrlmctcn must be zero or unity. A unity indicates that a particular 
plot i s  required. 1P1 = 1 then a plot of normcllizcd pressure spectral density against 
frequcnc) ( l o d l o g )  i s  obtained. I P 2  = 1 then a plot of pressure spectral density 
against frequency (Iog/log) i s  obtained. 1P3 = 1 then a plot of fluctuating pressure 
level (dB; re: 0.0002 dynes/cm2) against frequency (lin./Iog) i s  obtained. 
D-19 
8 Units of thcse voriobles milst be consistent. 
f t .  Ib. sec units and P 
Note F PL i s  i.eferencc.d assuming 
equal 0.0002 dyncs/rm2. 
ref 
9 If IA  = 0 then no card type five required. 
If I6 = 0 then 110 card tyFL: s i x  required. 
I f  1C = 0 thcn no card type seven required. 
I f  ID = 0 then no card type eight required. 
6.0 OUT PUT 
The line printzr output is  adequatcly annotated. 
7.0 STORAGE 
Just OVCT a quarter of the available core is  used. 
8.0 REFERENCE 
Robertson, J.E., "Predic..tion of In-flight Fluctuating Pressure Environments Including 
Ptotubcrance lnduccd Flow, I' NASA CR 119,947, Marck 1971 (N71-3677). 
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CV Y LE LABORATORIES 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 0 ESCRl PTION 
Progmn Number: 73/003P- 1 
Author: K. 2. Plotkin 
Date: February 1973 
Source Language: FORTRAN IV-H 
Computer: XDS Sisma V 
1 .O PROGRAM TITLE 
Plume Separation 
2.0 PURPOSE 
Given axisymmttric launch vehicle and trajectory parameters, the program computes 
properties relative to plume-induced separation. This includes separation length and 
ploteau pressure, p lw various properties of the plume and parameters describing the 
coupling to the unsteody pressure field. 
3.0 METHOD 
The analytic models incorporated in this program are described in detail in iVyle 
Laboratories Raeorch Staff Report WR 73-3. 
4.0 COMPUTER CONFIGURATION 
The required hardware is: XI?$ Sigma V computer with 16 k core, card reader, and 
tin printer. 
5.0 PUNCHED CARD INPUT 
Vehicle and trajectory parameters are input i n  metric units. Specific format for each 
card is as follows: 
Card 1 - Descriptive tit le of vehicle. Up to 80 alphameric characters 
Card 2 - Columns 1-10: Vehicle rodius, meters 
Columns 11-20: Total thwzt Newtons 
Columns 21-30: 
Columns 31 -40: Exhaust gamma 
Columns 41 -50: 
Columns 51-60: 
Format for eoch item on t h i s  cord i s  F10.0. 
Plume drag to thrist ratio 
Exhaust Mach number 
Engine chamber pressure, N/m2 
0-23 
Card 3 - Descriptive tit le of trajectory. Up to 80 alphameric characters 
Card 4 - N, + > ?  number of trajectory points to be read and computations 
performed for. Format 15. 
Cards 5 through 4+N - Trajectory parameters 
Columns 1-15: Time After Lift-off, seconds 
Columns 16-30: Altitude, kilometen 
Columns 31-45: Flight Mach number 
Columns 46-60: Free-stream dynamic pressure, N/m2 
Format for each item on these cards i s  E15.10. 
6.0 OUTPUT 
The first items output are a table of otmospheric properties and a table of separation 
waditions contained in  the program. This is  followed by output of the vehicle 
parameters contained :.-. Card 2, prefaced by the t i t le input i n  Card 1. The tit le 
input i n  Card 3 i s  then printed, followed by a listing of  the trajectory parometers 
input. Five (5) tables of computed properties are then printed. Each of these 
tables consists of the time after lift-off, followed by various properties. The 
printout is  sufficiently annotated so as to be self-explanatory; the column headings 
are FORTRAN representations of various expressions defined in  WR 73-3. A sample 
output list i s  presented herein. lJViitten below each column is the exact notation 
used in  WR 73-3, or a definition for those items not specifically denoted i n  the report. 
It should be noted that the program does not explicitly indicate whether or not the flow 
is separated. The ou$ut listing must be examined to determine this. The computed 
values represent separated flow when the plume angle i s  grecter than the separation 
a q l e .  In the sample output, flow i s  not separated at 84 seconds, but i s  at a l l  other 
computation times. 
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